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Mike’s Manifesto

Welcome to Iggy Smalls’s Secret Spots; An Adventurer’s Guide to
Biking NYC. This bike guide is a guide for explorers. Adventurers.
Or for people who wish to explore but rather just read about it in
the warmth and comfort of their own home. Don’t do that. Go on
adventures. Don’t let the confines of the mighty manmade city
entrap you in the manmade hustle and bustle and brick and steel.
It’s too easy to succumb to defeat to the concrete jungle. To
mistaken quality of life with what supermarkets and restaurants
are in your neighborhood instead of what beaches and coastlines
are in biking distance.
I’m here to tell you NYC is a vast deciduous rainforest. A jungle.
Thick. Green. Dense. Once off the beaten path. But only for a few
months. And then it’s all dead and quiet. Something about wind
chattering through dead brush. It brings a stillness to the
environment that merges with your soul.
A lot of exploring is intuition. But sometimes it helps to get a little
push from someone giving you the list of places to check out.
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Here’s the latter. I grew up on trails. Either on foot or by bike and
later, hailing from woodsy beachy farmy spread-out eastern Long
Island, by car, I’m most comfortable in the woods. On the beach.
Outside. On some unknown trial blazed by unknown peoples or
animals, but that they’ve always just been there. Here. There. So,
let’s explore them together.
Here’s a handful of my go-tos collected over my 10 years living in
Sunset Park, Brooklyn. For when I need something other than
concrete and asphalt under my feet. I’ve broken these rides and
destinations out based on duration and length. Into Fridays,
Saturdays, and Sundays. Now, of course, you can ‘break the rules’
and venture out on any one of these treks on any day of the week.
This is just a simple way in how I see these rides. Fridays, for me,
are for shorter nighttime casual cruises decompressing after a
long stressful week of work. Saturdays are for long meandering
whole-day adventures where bringing snacks and lunch are
necessary. And Sundays are mostly set aside for chores with a
little adventure tacked on for good measure.
All these rides are solid solo as well as with friends. Unless
otherwise noted (looking at you, Breezy Point!). I’m usually on
the side of solo. I enjoy my time on two wheels to let my mind
wander as I weave through the city streets and between the
cattails and trees. It helps with work. With life. Playing out
scenarios. Sorting and organizing thoughts. A great many ‘a-ha!’
moments have birthed while biking about. It’s essential. To my
being. Freeing. To just drop everything, go on an adventure, and
let the rhythm of the road, the rhythm of the ride, guide my
mind’s eye to peace. It’s necessary. And that is why I’ve pieced
this collection together: to share what is most dear to me, and
what has helped me through the stressors of life and the reality
of life, with strangers who I think want to know these places exist
but don’t necessarily know they are an option. Sharing my own
personal private paradises. And for me, that private paradise is
with two wheels on the ground or with my butt in the sand. I’ve
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learned, so far, that it is very important to dip out and spend time
with yourself and your thoughts. Let them run wild. And the
adrenaline, the alertness required to safely traverse on two
wheels, the energy, the all of it, just all of it, gets me to that place
of firing on all cylinders. Add in some beers and the day is just
perfect. Ideal ‘a-ha’ moment sauce.
Most of these places were ‘discovered’ by just looking at the big
green splotches on the map. Or talking to my mother and family
who grew up in Queens. Or by shooting the shit with people
bumped into on trails. Or taking roads straight until they don’t go
straight no more, which is usually some desolate dusty dirty dead
end to the ocean or the bay or some stagnating creek. So, here’s
to just getting out there. Finding what you don’t quite know what
you’ll find. But it’s out there. Go find it.
Let this serve as a Manifesto, of sorts. To ditch the Ubers and Lyfts
and Junos (if that’s still a thing), ditch the subway, ditch just
staying inside all day, and get out there. Explore. Adventure. Bike.
Lastly, and a bit narcissistic, but I figured I would be interested
what bikes were used to explore in the crafting of such an
Adventurer’s Guide to Biking NYC. So here are some quick notes
on the noble steeds that took me there:
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2017 Surly Ogre:
This is my baby. My main squeeze. I purchased this used in 2020.
Already upgraded to the teeth. The perfect city bike in disguise.
29 inches is amazing and makes all other bikes feel slow.
Outfitted with a fancy Raceface wheelset that I later strapped
with deadstock Schwalbe Marathon Plus MTBs (perfect for shitty
city streets AND trails! All of my bikes are outfitted with
Marathon Plus’s. The same tire as Citi Bikes. And have you ever
seen a Citi Bike with a flat? I’ve seen Citi Bikes abandoned,
burned, thrown in creeks, all with perfectly filled tires. Can’t
recommend these enough!). A custom Conquer Bikepacking
framebag an ex ordered from Asia for me. Wald big boy basket
stuffed with Ron’s Bikes Chests. Standard flat Salsa handlebar
with Origin 8 barends fastened on backwards, providing an
angular Nitto Choco Bar style, but with a very long 65mm that
your hands just slide into (I recommend doing this to all of your
flatbars. Making your bike an instant upright or drop, depending
on how you sit your thumbs in the grooves. This allows me to sit
4
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back and take in the sights. Or drop in and race up a bridge.
Highly, highly recommended. And cheap. $12 for the pair.). Old
Man Mountain rear rack (came with the purchase) sometimes
snapped with waterproof Ortliebs (perfect for metal detecting
supplies…but that’s another story). Brooks B67 big booty springy
seat. Nose up. Light and Motion headlight (love this light). Cheap
crappy Amazon taillights (if you recommend a good taillight,
please write me). Cheap Amazon seat bag for tools and tubes. 2
cheap Amazon floppy bottle holders in the cockpit (one for
glasses, one for extra water/Dr. Pepper mixed with brandy). And
two bottle cages on the front fork. A Specialized small water
bottle cage (fits my JBL speaker perfectly!). And 1 King Cage Iris
for my Kleen Kanteen usually filled with icy cold matcha water.
I’ve also rolled old tubes on the handlebars and then stretched
and hand-sewed vegetable tanned leather over it all, which is
super comfortable if I forget my gloves, but with gloves the
double padding is dreamy. This bike does it all. It’s a racer and an
upright. A commuter and a trail bike. It truly reminds me of my
first childhood BMX-style Royce Union Caldor special. It rips. On
all terrain. And the 18 gears to get you there like an adult.
Although I’m usually just sitting in the top 3. I hardly change gears
since I’m hardly riding in mountains. And with plenty of cargo
space as if it were a car. It’s perfect.
1988 Specialized Hard Rock:
Purchased this in 2021 to replace my former commuter, a 1967
Hercules. Just something to lock up and not worry about. A
commuter through and through. Cheap Sunlite front rack with a
smaller Wald ziptied on. Chunky Marathon MTB Plus’s. Sweep
back Origin 8 barends.
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Cheapy adjustable rear rack. This one is barebones. It has real
beater energy. Painted all the scratches with clear nail polish. Not
exclusively a commuter. But it fits the role. And also does a fine
job on trails if I decide to take it out over the Ogre. It’s much more
straightforward than the sloping Ogre. And shorter. 26 inches.
Which feels it. Going up bridges takes that much more to muster
up. But with Origin 8 barends reversed, I still have that cozy and
comfy upright feel if I want it.
2006 Surly Cross Check:
I purchased this in late 2021 after I got to thinking that my two
big beefy bikes have been restricting my want (and need!) to go
for some quick zips around the Verrazano loop, but not
necessarily looking forward to schlepping my heavy ass beasts of
bikes up and down 3 stories. Such is city life. So, I kept my eyes to
the Craigslists and the eBays and the odd ball Facebook
Marketplaces, which, after a few months, a mislabeled poorly
photographed Cross Check popped up in the Bronx for $300. The
guy, who turned out to be a young teen, even rode it over to my
place one afternoon while I was working from home for a test
6
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ride, and ultimately a purchase, seemed clueless. The bars were
basically pointed to the heavens and the saddle nose was pointing
to the ground. The whole thing seemed odd. He was really young.
I feel like it’s highly possible this bike was stolen in Philly or DC
or something and flipped up here. Or the kid just didn’t know
what he had. I might switch out the fork for a modern Cross Check
fork to take advantage of extra braze-ons and eyelets. This fork is
barebones. And it’s also a little short. I could use the handlebars
bumped up a few inches. But, for $300, and for the sole purpose
of spontaneously racing the Verrazano loop, I had to pull the
trigger. And it’s been a joy. I forgot how quick road bikes can be.
My Ogre gets up to speed, being so heavy, but it takes a bit to get
there. And if there’s a brisk headwind, the Ogre stalls. But with
the Cross Check, I’m flying out of the gate. Headwinds be damned.
Perfect for the, oh my God I have to get out of this house
immediately and get two wheels under me and chill out and just
do the Verrazano loop after work, vibe. I threw on a cheapo
Sunlite front rack to support a Ron’s Bikes Fanny full of beers (or
a hoodie…but, let’s be real. It’s full of beers).
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Honorable Mentions:

2003 Cannondale F700 Fat Head:
This bike was fun. Fast. Light. But uncomfortable. I put close to
6,000 miles on this bad boy over 4 years. And did a lot of early
adventures on it. This was the bike that made me realize
mountain bikes aren’t really mountain bikes but New York City
bikes. Who likes riding and having to constantly look down at the
road in front of you for obstacles? Big ass tires mean riding with
confidence. This bike was nearly perfect besides the fact I always
felt like I was being pushed too far forward. It was like I was
always racing everywhere. No matter how hard I tried to make it
more upright, I always, by the end of a ride, would have numb
pinkies from leaning up over the damned thing for hours. But, boy
was it quick. Light. Picking it up with 1 finger light. It was like a
road mountain bike. I still have some Personal Records with this
thing years later. The thing that made me feel good about getting
rid of it: the guy I sold it to was seeking it out. He was elated test
riding it. Bought it as a second for his twin for when his twin visits
him from Germany. Had the Fatty Head Shok serviced by some
8
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specialist in the middle of nowhere Upstate (he kept in touch and
sent me the photos). So, it went to the perfect person. And made
room for new bikes (to me) in my small 1 bedroom. But it was a
weird bike. To be honest, the geometry was fairly close to the
Ogre, but just on a smaller, 26-inch tire, scale. And that reach.
That reach that couldn’t be fixed, because the whole front end
was one piece attached to the Fatty Head Shok. Was fun while it
lasted. And was free. I traded a Jamis Ventura Sport Comp evensteven for this ride. I did my first beach rides on the sand along
the coast on this sweet ride. But. It had to go.

1969 Raleigh Sports:
I found this bike within the first month of moving into the City,
and the first week of my Urban Treasure Hunting job (basically
1-800 Got Junk, but not 1-800 Got Junk), and it was all I needed. I
was still nervous about biking in the City. Didn’t know how to
properly lock up a bike (I used an old chain and lock I had found
on the same day but on another jobsite). I didn’t know how to
9
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properly pass a left turning car (go slow, and then hook around it
on its right side. Never go across the front. All blind spots!). And I
didn’t know how to just plain ol’ simply ride a bike on City streets
shared with cars that bully you into parked cars. It is a frightening
proposition. Most out-of-Cityers note this concern of tight traffic
whenever I tell them I love biking in NYC. But, like everything
else, it’s just like riding a bike. You just have to be present. And
alert. And this beat up junker was perfect for practicing the art of
City Biking while commuting to work and getting my feet wet
with some explorations and adventures on weekends. It also
helped I drove a truck all day and made notes of cool places to
route out and revisit on two wheels. It was a great first City Bike.
Bombproof. Until I snapped the frame at the seam of the bottom
bracket and downtube over near Marine Park when my pedal,
taking a zippy turn, hit the remains of rebar sticking up from a
destroyed park bench. The bike basically folded in on itself at the
bottom bracket. It had to go.
I’ve had a handful of other bikes, not honorable or mentionable.
All flipped to feed into and continue my addiction. Well, maybe
that Flying Pigeon was mentionable. But I sold it to a production
company making Uber Eats ads, and is probably rusting in a
warehouse somewhere in New Jersey.
A Note on Photos:
The photos accompanying each destination are simple snippets
of what I find is most interesting in these spots. My goal is to not
ruin the mystique of the reader/biker/adventurer discovering
the secret spots on their own. I’ve neglected to photograph the
more picturesque and obvious views, but rather of things that
you might miss.
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Really Lastly:
I included links to Strava Routes associated with each destination
(click the coordinates!). Data is beautiful. And if I were reading
this Guide, I’d ultimately just want to see the raw data. The
Primary Documentation. And then I’d spend those moments in
bed before sleep that people used to read books but now we
thumb at our cell phones with the lights off and under the covers
scouring over other people’s maps. Raw data. So, here you go. If
you want it. Sorry if you bought this in paperback. You’ll find it
difficult clicking those links with your fingers. So, go ahead and
head over to www.smithpointpress.com/nycbikeguide and
download the free PDF version with clickable links. Share with
your friends.
And, Strava Group: www.strava.com/clubs/NYCBikeGuide
For Real; Really Lastly:
Use this guide as a thumb-through. I don’t advise reading from
end to end. I repeat myself from time to time. But that’s because
each entry is isolated depending on the day, time, and vibe. Other
than that, thank you for reading this far. I hope you enjoy the
Guide and your rides.
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Fridays.
Fridays are for after work head-clearing cruises. And sometimes
for chores (see ‘Sunday’). But are always a must. Usually to some
shorefront somewhere along Brooklyn’s sleepy industrial edges,
some slowly gentrifying into condominiums, the rest remain as
illegal dumping grounds for illegal construction projects littered
across the five boros.
I’ll head out around dusk. Not around dusk. But around dusk.
Either leaving with plenty of sunshine on the clock. Or, if work
keeps me too long, I’ll wait for dusk to settle into nighttime,
avoiding the dreaded sun-in-drivers-eyes or just that lowlight
graying time where people can’t see shit after a long week of
work and just blow through stop signs and red lights, let alone
paying attention to bikers zipping along passenger-side. And, one
of my biking mottos: ‘Tough shit if you’re right; you can’t argue
when you’re dead’, certainly rings true here. It’s your job, as the
biker, to be aware of assholes in cars or dumbasses in loafers. It’s
your job to protect your own safety. Besides, you can’t teach
12
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lifelong lessons on NYC right-of-way law and etiquette in the 3
seconds of road raged anger. And, as my mother always says
regarding avoiding confrontation: ‘Shut up! They might have a
gun!’. Or, in this case, a 2-ton death machine chasing you down.
Or also a gun.
Fridays are commonly reserved for cozy cruises through Boro
Park, Midwood, Sheepshead Bay, once the sun goes down and all
of the Hasidics are too busy Shaboting to drive their cars.
Otherwise, and stereotypes do ring true here, the Orthodox Jews
of Brooklyn are the scariest group of drivers to bike alongside.
Ruthless, bold, and rude in their Honda Odesseys and Toyota
Siennas. Cabbies, or Uberies, I guess they are now, in their used
Toyota Camery ex-mom-mobiles are much easier, and kinder, to
compete with. I’ve seen three Hasidic driven minivans speeding
to the next red light and boop off three delivery bikers on lazy
side streets, alone, this year. After only seeing two in all my 10
years of Brooklyn biking.
Where were we? Are we? Going? Fridays. Ah, yes. Be it a
comfortable upright ride down to Manhattan Beach, or, if it’s too
windy on the Atlantic side, to the Sheepshead Bay side, or to
either side of Coney Island Creek (behind the Projects on the
Island, or behind the Home Depot on the Mainland), Fridays are
for shorter rides, 15-25 mile round-trippers, with a healthy
dosing of beer breaks built in. All in the name of unwinding from
the workweek and making it home with just enough umph to
shower before bed. Or not. And just passing out in all the glory
and the stink of a serene Friday night cruise.
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1: Brighton Beach / Manhattan Beach
40°34'36.6"N 73°56'39.1"W
Brighton Beach. Manhattan Beach. And, really, Sheepshead Bay,
is a Friday night staple. Road bike, 29er, 26er, any bike will do. As
long as you have bags strapped and topped with beers. Or, better
yet, take Ocean Parkway down to Ave Z, hang a right, pass the
East streets, past West Street, to the West streets, and on the side
of the Key Food is this Eastern European Beer tap, Beer Land. Do
yourself the favor and top yourself off with a liter or two of
Franziskaner or a Gaffel Kolsch or any other Austrian, German,
Polish beer fresh off the tap. You’ve deserved it. It’s been a rough
week out there.
Then double back to Ocean to the end to Brighton Beach. Or take
Brighton Beach Ave under the F if you want to experience some
under-the-tracks crazy riding down to Manhattan Beach. If you
take Ocean all the way down to Brighton Beach, then you can take
the boardwalk down all the way. But maybe only if you have thick
tires. The boardwalk is sometimes difficult to navigate between
the dips and gaps between the slats. I’ve busted my ass twice, on
14
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rainy nights, with no one around, even with chubby 29ers, eating
shit when my tires fell into this dip between the slats, almost
immediately to the left at Brighton when entering from Ocean. Be
careful.
If you take the boardwalk, you’ll find it rather happening. Busy.
The Russians will be out in all weather. Bible groups chanting
psalms, Russian folk song players, one guy with long black hair
respectfully and not too loudly playing death metal to a small
crowd, and many people walking this way and that or sitting on
the benches or eating at Tatiana’s, and almost everyone chain
smoking down cigarettes. And at the end, when you take the left
out onto the street, there’s a box truck selling fresh fish out the
back with a line doubled long and smiling customers waddling
away with fish heads and tails popping out of the ends of brown
paper scrolls.
It’s too crowded here, along the boardwalk. It’s a nice cruise, if
late enough and cold enough, so you don’t have to dodge the
wandering Russkies. But I usually will avoid the boardwalk.
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Onward to Manhattan Beach. Swing around the road, dodge the
double-parked cars, take the first right, even though it’s a oneway, wrong way, but take it, cross the light at the main
intersection and continue the wrong way across the way. It’s
Friday night and mostly Jews live over here and they’re all off the
road by now. And it’s an isolated neighborhood behind
Sheepshead Bay, so not much traffic coming at you. Feel free to
cruise no hands in the middle of the street. Many people will be
walking in the street. Take it to the end, or make a right at any
street, and at the end you’ll hit Manhattan Beach.
I had a short conversation with an old fat Russian man here once
in the middle of a frigid February. Just shooting the shit. Me in my
four layers up top and two layers down bottom. Him in a tight
speedo. It had to be 10 degrees. We nodded and he walked to the
ocean, slipped out of his tight one piece, and started swimming
laps. But that’s besides the point. Any point. Just a tale.
If the wind is blowing off the Atlantic, then just briefly take in the
sights. Watch the middle-aged mothers do their cardio in Jane
Fonda unison. Watch the fishermen fish. Watch the basketballers
basketball. Watch the tennisers tennis. But then swing back
around from which you came, take any road north, straight, ‘til
you hit Sheepshead Bay, and, I suggest, take the right to the end
where Kingsboro Community locks you out to the true ending.
Watch the boats bob in the bay. And the late-night fishing party
boaters prepare their hooks with bait as they pass slowly through
the marred sailboats.
If you made it here before sunset, then I’d advise you pop a squat
and watch the sun settle over the Bay. Pop a beer or two. And let
the workweek fall off your shoulders and down in the stinking
bay while watching everyone who walks, runs, bikes to the end
touch the fence, then about-face back the other way. And watch
the Eastern European men who park their fancy cars at the end,
all get out, leaving their cars grumbling in place, and double kiss
one another before acting all tough and cool again.
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On the way home, if you’re taking Neptune, after the Belt debacle,
if you take the first left, the wrong way, you’ll snake around this
little tight road that’s just sort of neat. The houses are basically
right on top of the subway, but stout. It’s neat.

This could be 3 separate trips. Or 15. Or 1. Just depends on where
your tires hit dead-ends and when your mouth is dry for beers.
Fridays are about finding new spots to post up and enjoy the
quiet of night after a loud week of work in the city.
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2: Coney Island
40°34'18.0"N 73°59'17.3"W
When it’s icy cold, I’ll usually skip the whole Manhattan Beach
thing and take a right on the boardwalk at Brighton Beach
towards Coney Island. Or, if it’s really late at night and I just want
to park it and listen to the dark ocean. A lot of people walk along
the boardwalk on Fridays. And I do my best avoiding people. Plus,
I don’t think you’re really allowed to ride your bike on the
boardwalk. Besides, it’s much nicer here when no one is around,
anyway. Watch the stars. One of the only places you can really
watch the stars. Out over the Atlantic. It’s peaceful. A nice reset to
start the weekend.
Also, at 9pm on Friday nights in the summers, the Cyclones shoot
off fireworks in the Atlantic. I suggest you watch from this little
park right before the boardwalk off of Ocean, and near this fancy
Russian restaurant to avoid all the people.
Also, check the concert calendar and see if any good bands or
artists are playing at the Coney Island Amphitheater. You can see
right into the venue from the boardwalk. And can certainly hear
18
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the whole show up and down the whole thing. (I caught the
Deftones a few years back for free ninety-nine like this).

If you trek along the entirety of the boardwalk, reaching the
barbed wire end, locking the public out of Sea Gate, then take the
ramp down, follow alongside the fence, follow alongside the
sharks with sunglasses, cutting across the Island to the other side
and then dip between the dunes on the Creek side wherever you
see a cutout you can sneak into.
Garbage everywhere. My kind of place. The more garbage there
is, the more isolating it is, and the more I love it. Peaceful. I don’t
mind a little, or a lot of trash. As long as I’m alone. With my
thoughts. And beers.
Bring your beefy tires for this ride. It’ll be more fun. And safe
along the boardwalk.
If you bring a lock, lock up along a fence somewhere, and take a
walk into Sea Gate past the fence, and kick around at the jetty
made from Superstorm Sandy debris that the City piled up into
the makeshift jetties. It’s depressing. But the view out towards
Staten Island, the Verrazano, is beautiful. Sometimes a fog blows
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in off the harbor and sets the scene for a noir city skyline type
deal.
Make your way around the bend and out of Coney Island, proper,
cross over the Cropsey Bridge, over Coney Island creek, and then
cut across traffic, or bike on the wrong side of the sidewalk across
the bridge, and hook a left into the Home Depot and snake around
to the back near the Self Storage Center and through the cut in the
fence. Take the trail around the edge of the Home Depot and catch
the view on this side of the creek. I prefer this side to the Coney
Island side. My affinity for Home Depot, maybe, working 4 years
in undergrad. The Orange still running through me? Perhaps? Or
it’s just much more quiet on this side. With hidden nooks and
homeless person firepits and benches lining along the shoreline.
Plus, the only time I’ve ever seen a Swan egg was in the woods
over here. They are huge. If you ever see. You’re also usually in
store for some fine bird and duck watching hidden behind the
Tree of Heavens littering the shorefront. If you visit on Sunday
afternoons, you’ll be surprised by a group death-training German
Shepherds.
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You used to be able to cut through the woods right to the baseball
fields and right into the park on the other side. But it’s been far
overgrown for a few years now. When they cut it down, my friend
and I found these Mexicans building a shanty and BBQing the fish
they caught in the toxic sewage creek. Maybe it’s for the best they
let it get overgrown.
Another time, this guy pumping the flooded HD parking lot out,
got to talking to me, this skinny ex-crackhead, self-proclaimed,
went on to sing African American style Harlem Gospel in the
middle of the dark flooded lot, and when he got to the ‘Praise him
by his name,’ the skies opened up and I ran, or rode, for cover
under the Lumber Yard with this tall lanky BMXer doing wheelies
and bunny hops as the stinky creek rained over the land.
On the other side, if you can’t cut through the woods, backtrack
out and around the Home Depot on the other side, past the
baseball fields, or hang out in the baseball fields. I do that
sometimes. Riding my bike in circles from first to second to third
to home, and then racing out onto the bike path and to the real
park, Calvert Vaux Park, and along the crushed rock trail along
the creek, through the weeds overgrown over the path, and then
dip into any of the cutouts along the trail to the creek. You’ll spot
some beached old wooden ships and this makeshift submarine
some dude beached back in the 70s, or that’s what some oldtimer told me one time around a fire he already had going.
I like this route. Usually pausing by the creek behind the Home
Depot. Or along the real park on my way home from Coney Island,
or Manhattan Beach, or anywhere, really, and then swing around
home along the Verrazano bike path. And, if you’re lucky, the
wind will just push you home. Just watch out for the rats darting
from the woods to the water. I’ve run over a few. It’s gross, but
they usually don’t die. They usually just keep running to the
water or to the woods. And watch out for the Chinese fishermen
swinging their long rods. Their hooks bending over the bike path
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as they cast out. Yelp out as you pass, don’t be scared, as they’ll
pay no mind to bike bells. A friendly New Yorker, “Yo!” usually
does the trick. But, again, better to be loud and safe than quiet
and dead (or with a fishing hook in your mouth).

Last tidbit here, ditch the full Verrazano loop and jump off at the
17th Ave pedestrian bridge, carrying your bike up over the Belt
for a great view of the Bridge and the traffic. And of the site where
the Son of Sam killed those two young lovers back in the 70s. Take
it through the park to 17 th Ave, and zig zag through the
Bensonhurst / Bath Beach grid to home. If they’ve finished the
restorations and reopened the bridge.
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3: Bay Ridge Verrazano Loop
40°36'37.7"N 74°02'11.6"W

This one’s usually an addon in the frontend or the backend of
rides. But, like all rides, I mostly string along a bunch of ‘spots’
that take me from place to place to avoid having to check maps.
Or, if I’m only looking for an hour or so out on two wheels.
I’ll try to avoid this one during daylight, unless it’s bitter cold.
Otherwise, it’s too crowded. A Sunday Morning speed ride is
always fun. But get out before 9am. Before the 5Kers clog up the
bike path. Or little kids zooming in and out of the bike lane with
no regard. Or old people. But for Friday purposes, I’m usually
swinging by after a cruise down to Brighton/Manhattan beaches.
Usually stopping at the secret spot behind the Home Depot. Then
on my way along the Belt to the Verrazano Loop along the
Narrows. Where it’s late enough where I’m only dodging rats
running from the roadside to the jettison rocks failing to keep the
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Atlantic at bay; the salty stinky ocean slapping up over the railing
as you’ll find yourself dodging the splash-zone and the rats.
Staten Island looks hilly. But no one would ever know. Not until
they let you bike over the long towering expanse. Or, I’ve heard,
if you wake up early enough on Marathon Day, you can act like
you belong and they’ll let you bike over the bridge, as well as the
entire Marathon Route via bike because, like everything else in
this City, no one gives a fuck. Especially if you wake up at 5am to
ride the 26.2 miles or whatever it is those crazy people run. Just
get on a bike. It’s easier.

I checked my Strava before writing this, and I’ve rode along this
path at least 150 times in my 8 years of recording rides. It’s a
peaceful go-to. If the wind is with you. If the wind is against you,
it could be a whirling twirling nightmare.
Notable spots include the beginning, or the end. And the middle.
However which way you ride it. By the new Target and the old
Kohls. It’s usually crowded here, so I keep pedaling onward to the
pedestrian bridge over the Belt at 17th Ave. This is a landmark for
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me. We would drive to New Jersey as kids from Long Island to
visit my grandfather and I always remembered this circular stout
walking bridge right before the Bridge. It was a weird feeling the
first time walking over it. Or, rather, schlepping my bike up over
the pedestrian bridge. Where, later in life, I learned, on the
mainland side, where the NYU Ambulance is always parked
waiting for the next emergency as the EMTs chain-smoke
cigarettes and gulp down Big Gulps and extra-large coffees, is
where the Son of Sam murdered two young unsuspecting lovers
in a car right over here. You’d never know. Unless you know. And
now you know.
My other go-to spot here is at the end at the pier where you got
this great view of lower Manhattan floating on the harbor. All
lights. And fishermen. Always fishermen. Everywhere. But if you
hook a right and muster up Owl’s Head Park, laboring up the
looping hills, it’s a good late-night spot to polish your last brews
off. And, a keen eye will treat you to the opening sequence of The
Sopranos, when Tony drives from Bensonhurst to Newark,
swinging around the Water Treatment Plant, that, if the wind is
blowing just wrong, you’ll know you’re in the right spot.
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4: DUMBO
40°41'58.5"N 73°59'56.7"W

DUMBO. Or, the silliest acronym, because everything is acronyms
in the real estate world, I guess. Fast talkers. Down Under the
Manhattan Bridge Overpass. Cool. Cool name. DUMBO. Not
Dumbo. DUMBO. Although LES is much easier to type out.
This is a good one for a chilly night. Maybe frozen. As the years
pass and as the City further cleans up the DUMBO waterfront, this
area is always crowded, now, even when it’s icy cold. Hotels
dotting the shoreline. Building out new piers. Mooring old
seafaring sailboats revived as expensive cocktail checklist
hotspots for millennials from all over the world. Come when it’s
cold and emptier and you’ll have each pier, each winding nook
they’ve built into the concrete jungles jettisoning out into the
harbor, all to yourself. Or, maybe catch another wandering Friday
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night soul all bundled up. Or watch the beach volleyballers
volleyball, the basketballers basketball, the futbolers futbol.
Enjoy the view. It’s a good one. Which brings crowds. Tourists. So,
again, the colder the better. Enjoy the solitude as you watch the
busy cars hustle across the harbor along the purple FDR.

DUMBO rides pair well with a pass-through quiet sleepy gritty
industrial Red Hook. I honestly only come out this way if I do a
Red Hook Friday Coffee Run. Bring thick tires. Red Hook roads
are unforgiving. You can tell I’m not all that keen on this one.
Mainly because all the cool hidden nooks have been fixed and it’s
just all too clean now. I’ll stop in DUMBO for a moment. But will
dwell and explore in Red Hook. But, maybe you’re the other way
around. So. Here’s DUMBO.
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5: Red Hook
40°40'49.1"N 74°01'02.8"W

Red Hook Fridays used to be a once a monther. Or bi-monthly. Bimonthly in the sense of every other month. Not twice a month. I
love how bi-monthly means two things. But two things that could
drastically ruin the financials of a business if mistaken.
Used to be. Used to be because Fairway buckled and got bought
out by Food Bazaar, but Food Bazaar basically kept the Fairway
layout and distributors. Or they’re just selling down the fancy
foreign stuff, hoping to make some extra scratch. But, if you didn’t
know, Fairway was known for its great selection. Expensive
selection. A lot of shit you couldn’t find anywhere else.
Like keeping the barrels and barrels of fresh roasted coffee,
ground to order. And cheap. Relatively speaking. Coffee prices are
always going up. It’s dumb to buy expensive Folgers. And I enjoy
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a percolated cup of coffee. None of this Mister Coffee paper filter
bullshit. It has to be a metal filter. As to not soak up the luscious
coffee oils that make a black cup of coffee like a fine piping hot
liquor.
I digress.
Used to be. It’s now a Sunday Morning ride / chore because the
Food Bazaar is too cheap to have a Coffee Grinder on the spot
anytime after 6pm. You must catch him before his shift ends.
They’ll pre-grind some bags for you. But it might not be the 1 of
the 40 or so barrels of beans they have that you want. Or in the
grind you want. #13 for my sweet sweet Farberware Percolator.
I like to see the rainbow sheen of coffee oil when tilting my brew
in the morning sunlight, looking like the Exxon-Valdez. A
beautiful disaster.
If I’m in a pinch, I’ll grab a pre-ground bag. But it’s not even like
you can convince someone to do it for you. Because after 6pm,
they cover all the beans with this clear plastic tarpaulin. It’s sad.
To see. So I try not to go on Friday nights anymore.

I’ll go to Red Hook on Friday nights now just for the quiet ride and
the quiet views along the busy harbor. Beyond Lady Liberty,
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casting her watchful gaze over you, sitting on the sinking pier that
this security guard this one time, paid by the FedEx or UPS or
whatever it is that bought all this land and knocked down all the
rotting soggy warehouses blown out by Superstorm Sandy, but
were forced to keep up this one wall because the tired old people
of Red Hook have nothing better to do than to complain about
land that they don’t own. Anyway, this security guard told me
that these divers came by this one time to look at the pilings
under the pier and he told me they were rotted out and it was
only a matter of time before the whole thing just fell right on into
the harbor. And that was why I couldn’t trespass. And then he told
me how he used to work security at Sotheby’s and how famous
people would tip him for just for opening the door. Hundreds of
dollars. And how he asked Samuel L. Jackson to yell at him like
how Samuel L. Jackson would yell at you. And he said, after some
convincing, Samuel L. Jackson yelled at him like how you think
how Samuel L. Jackson would yell at you.
But, usually, it’s quiet around here. Peaceful. When I first moved
here 10 years ago, there was a large campsite slash camper-van
village down this way. And I think Bike Kill happens down here,
now.
Just bike in and out of the one-way dead ends. Try to avoid any of
the campers still hanging on parked out in their Winnebagos.
Some real Heisenberg vibes going.
Unless you hook around the Ikea Plaza and go down this dark
dead end that you don’t know is a dead end until you reach the
end by default, gated off by this NYPD repo warehouse, with
hundreds of seized illegal motorbikes piled in heaps on the other
side of the armed and barbed gates. Right outside the gates is this
little parking lot strip in front of the harbor, a great view of
Brooklyn Federal across the Gowanus Bay (wave to Ghislaine and
R.Kelly), and there’s this solar paneled generator thing there
filling up one of the parking lot spots. For some reason. But it’s
streaming with lines terminating in a bunch of RVs seemingly
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competing for the electricity. Usually there’s this one clunky
African Safari looking beast of a thing with Utah plates plugged
in. It’s neat. Weird. But it’s Brooklyn, right?
Chunky tires will serve you well, here, with these broken-ass
cobbled together cobble stoned streets. Or, be a loser and ride on
the sidewalks like a big ol’ baby.

There are a couple of real parks and piers all along the Red Hook
waterfront. You can find those on maps easily. Or even pass them
as you’re snooping around. Ride through. But don’t stop. Look for
the real secret isolated dark dusty garbage filled spot. True
isolation. Crack a beer there.
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6: Gerritsen Beach
40°35'12.7"N 73°55'07.2"W

My ex-wife lived in Gerritsen Beach before I knew biking in the
City. I’d drive my 2002 Toyota Corolla the 40 or 50 miles from out
east after grad school ended at 9pm, or after a late-night shift
when I still worked at the Shirley Home Depot. Parking up on the
sidewalks, like you do, down on those tight beachy one-ways in
Gerritsen.
She lived in the only Mastic-looking house in the beautiful beach
community. The houses are right on top of the road. The place
was owned by some Mastoid, too, that my ex found on Craigslist
and found out her family knew their family sort of Mastic inbred
thing. Who knows? Who cares? But even now, to this day, when I
ride past that old piece of garbage house, it’s still an old piece of
garbage house. Even more so. The last time I rode past, the patio
little balcony that they had jetting out from the master bedroom,
it either fell off or they ripped it off due to no code for such a thing,
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and you can very clearly see the ghost of an outline of the former
balcony. Weeds as tall as the bottoms of the windows. Someone
could be living inside. Squatting. Or not.
But this is a rarity. The rest of the place is beautiful. And kind of
like how I feel a Brooklynized Irish Amsterdam would look.
Everyone has a dock with a boat or a jet ski. Everyone also seems
to have a Hummer or a quad. I remember the first time I came
down here, there were quads and dirt bikes buzzing in and out of
traffic, jumping the curb and burying into the dunes into marshy
Marine Park.

My ex’s neighbor warned us a week before Halloween one year,
to not travel into the City unless we planned to stay in the City
because all the busses stop running after 5pm. Gerritsen Beach,
home to all the lawless ‘my dad is a cop’ teenagers of the City who
do whatever they want. It was common to get contact high on a
baked-out bus shooting us home down the one-way boulevard.
The neighbor told us 3 years prior these lawless kids tried tipping
a bus over, and ever since the busses just didn’t run after dusk.
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And it was true. We had to hoof it from the B at Kings Highway.
Before Uber. And the taxi stand was a mile long line, practically.
I once got caught guzzling down Natty Lights at the end of the
Boulevard with my good friend by two cops who looked to be 18
or 19. It was the first time I was questioned by a cop younger than
me and when they approached us, they looked too innocent and
young. Didn’t even shave yet. But had guns and could tell us what
to do. Their pimples and greased back jet black hair. Their
uniforms too heavy for them to handle. It looked like Halloween.
It didn’t look real. I almost couldn’t believe they had deep voices,
they looked so tiny. They just told us to behave, and that it was
okay to drink, just as long as we cleaned up. They asked us if we
smoked, and we lied, “only cigars”, and they nodded and drove
off. This was the only time I kind of almost sort of got caught in
the City. And it didn’t seem real or anything. Like they could tell
us what to do?
Also, playing into, all these guys are cops and firemen. Gerrittsen
Beach Fire Dept, spelled with two Ts, for some reason, is the only
Volunteer Fire Dept in the City. The only non-playing gig. Because
everyone down here is a cop or a fireman anyway. Or is married
to a cop or a fireman. Or is the kid of a cop or a fireman.
It’s neat back this way. Really not like any other neighborhood in
the City. Besides maybe Soundview in the Bronx.
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7: Prospect Park
40°39'38.2"N 73°58'03.5"W

Prospect Park Loops and Woods and Ponds and Streams. Like
everything in the City, if it’s great, if it’s beautiful, if it’s serene, it’s
also super fucking crowded. I’ve seen so many bikers and
pedestrians get creamed, one way or another. I saw a biker
barreling down once, flip head over handlebars, because he was
clipped in and could stop fast enough and couldn’t put his feet
down. The kid who ran out onto the bike path was fine. The guy,
and his ultralightweight BMC Time Machine, were both carted off
in an ambulance. One of my old boss’s sons was knocked out cold
running out onto the bike path. Broke his arm in two places.
Avoid these loops at all costs during the day. It’s just a headache.
Go at night. Best on a cold night. But any night and you’ll have
plenty of room to navigate around the assholes and such. Only a
few others know the secret, and they’ll keep out of your way.
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It’s a beautiful ride. The loop. With a good hill to climb, and a good
wavy descent. It’s a fun ride. I’m usually good for 3 laps around
before I’m too bored, though, and venture off some path cut into
the woods, turning my high-beams on, and just gunning it
through the trails until I pop out somewhere where there is
water. It always happens. Or by the dog beach that’s not really a
beach but that’s what it’s called (even on Google). Or referred to.
And I’ll listen to what I think are frogs croaking out. But, being
NYC, I’m sure it’s some rat mating call or something gross, or
something someone set free in the pond here, because I’m told
that’s also a real problem here. With tons of people just dumping
off unwanted pets in the big ponds and now it’s some weirdo
science experiment of biodiversity going on, combine with a
healthy dose of pollutants probably running a direct line into the
thing underground, for all we know. But homeless men won’t
think twice to fish it out and cook it on the BBQ grills. That, or
pigeons. Or squirrels. Or anything, really, or that’s all just another
myth.
I like ending this Friday night with a nice back and forth along 8 th
Ave, 7th Ave, and 6th Ave. Taking 5th Ave back down into Sunset
Park, past Green-wood Cemetery. But ever since they repaved 4 th
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Ave, and tucked in a Protected Bike Lane, and the lesser grade of
the hill up into Sunset Park on 4 th compared to 5th, and the fact
that you can get the best Torta in this City from a truck on 52 nd
and 4th, has me wavily coasting home on 4 th Ave these days.
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8: Sunset Park
40°39'13.3"N 74°01'21.0"W

Sunset. Gunset. Home to the Kesk Gat Koma Ribs crew, or at least
I’d think so with the relentless tagging campaigns they run
around here. I googled them once. Or Instagram Googled them,
and I think they are 40-somethings all hanging onto their old
tagging b-boy glory days. Like former High School Footballers.
But in Brooklyn we have former graffiti taggers still tagging on
their Friday Nights.
My hometown. Or new hometown. For 10 years now. Or more.
Depending on when I edit this and when you’re reading this. But
it’s home. For a good chunk of time, now.
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So, this is always a go-to. Or an ending to a Friday Night ride.
Sitting along the waterfront. Downing the last of my beers before
I call it a night.
Checking the weather for tomorrows Saturday ride. Checking
maps and racking my brain for ideas for a good Saturday ride.
And possibly cursing myself that I’m too drunk and it’s too late to
do anything too long tomorrow. But then I really don’t mind, as I
sip on my beer, sit back, relax, and watch the City hum across the
harbor with the back of the Sanitation Dept behind me. The Salt
leaking out of the Salt House behind me. And many signs in front
of me warning that sewage spills out right below me when there
is overflow. My friend who grew up in Sunset told me, ‘It’s always
overflowing.’
But people are always fishing.
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If you’re swinging by from Bay Ridge, or if you’re on your way to
Owl’s Head Park, right along 2nd Ave, where they are always doing
construction, is where they train and house NYPD police dogs. It
smells like wet dog. Constantly. And beyond that, if the gate isn’t
locked, past the DOT outpost, is the NYPD police boat docks. If it’s
all unlocked, it’s neat to bike through. Or, really, you can sneak in
around back by the 59th Street Pier, which is really off of 58 th
Street. And maybe it is really the 58 th Street Pier, but I’ve always
heard everyone call it the 59 th Street Pier. If the 59 th Street Pier
isn’t closed for the UN General Assembly when they have
diplomats or something all park down there on that wide long
parking lot of a pier as they ferry the guests over to the UN over
on 34th Street on the big little island.

Or sneak into Bush Terminal Pier if they locked the gates. You can
easily hop the fence or sneak your bike in, depending on how far
of either way the last people pushed open or pushed closed the
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opening. There are tons of racoons back here. If you want to catch
one of those in the City. Possums, too. And, of course, rats the size
of racoons and possums.
Small flex: I named most of these routes along this way. The 2 nd
Ave Debacle. 1st Ave Sludgeway. Wakeman Summit. Ped Bridge to
The Pier. Angelhair. Final Stretch to the Pier! Not to boast, but
boasting: segments with 10, 20, 30 ‘follows’. I had initially used
Map My Ride before Strava. But found MMR had no community.
And I had built up a great many segments for myself. But then
when I made the move to Strava, I noticed the segments on the
Orange Side were off. Not accurate. Putting starts and finishes in
a spot maybe 10 meters off where you’d like it. So. I spent my
lunch breaks over a few months fixing up a lot of the segments in
Strava. And, since I did it around 2015, a lot of my work has stuck.
I did NOT name any of those Jeff and whomever segments. I tried
to name everything accurately, so I could reference back easily.

Last item of note: Tacos El Bronco and 5 Boros Brewery. Order
tacos for the brewery. You’re welcome.
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9: Greenpoint
40°44'12.9"N 73°56'48.8"W

Greenpoint, or really, the end of Manhattan Ave and winding
around east under the Pulaski and towards the industrial area is
where it’s at. You can also double this route with some great
dinner and drinks along Manhattan Ave, but the real treat is
sitting along the Newton Creek and watching the tugboats tug
freight back and forth.
It used to be really isolated all down and around here. But they
recently started building a bunch of high-rises to the west and it’s
becoming its own little city on its own. It’s wild. I used to sneak
back here to pre-game before St. Vitus shows. Now it’s filled with
little kids on the playground. Anyhow, it’s still a little weird
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around the end of Manhattan Ave and eastward. So I tend to hang
that way.
If it’s open, or go during the day on a Saturday or Sunday, take a
stroll along the park they opened up along the Newton if you find
the unmarked entrances on either end of the weird industrial
area. No signs. You just need to know where it is. Or happen upon
it. (Or check my route).
If the FDNY Station that way has its gates open, right before the
Spectrum yard that used to be the Food Bank warehouse, you
might catch a glimpse of an old timey firetruck. The kind that was
drawn by horses. Stored right in the front of the Fire Station. Like
5 of them. It’s really neat. Keep an eye out.

I also once saw thousands of carp swimming to surface at one of
the kayak drop points in the little park. And a Japanese Nissan
Skyline, with the steering wheel on the other side, doing donuts
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around in industrial Greenpoint near the scrapyards and
beverage distributors and the two sound stages. It’s a lot like
industrial Sunset Park down this way. Or Industrial
Williamsburg. Industrial Brooklyn. Is usually my favorite at night.
Peaceful. One of the only peaceful places in the City.
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Saturdays.
Saturdays are for 5 to 10 hours outside. Maybe 15 hours. If it’s
warm enough. Maybe outside so long you’re outside longer than
the daylight. Or outside before daylight. And maybe not biking for
5 to 10 hours. But sometimes biking for 5 to 10 hours. Bring a bag
full of too many beers and strap them down tight so they don’t
explode. A PB&J or two. 2 or 3 Cliff Bars. You’re looking at 25 to
50 miles, here, and if you string a few of these spots together,
you’re looking at a solid 75-100 miles. Always remember: if it
took you 30 miles to get there, it’s going to take you 30 to get back.
Maybe more if you take a different route home. That’s where the,
make sure you pack too many beers, comes in. And too many Cliff
Bars. And one too many PB&Js. You never know how long you’ll
be out. And you never want to run out. Keep your lights charged
up. Bring a powerbank along for the trip (you might be Google
Mapping your way out of Nassau County and drain your phone).
Bring cash in case you find a great little secret snack spot. Those
great little spots are almost always cash only. One of the best
things about Saturdays is getting lunch/dinner at some little hole
in the wall hidden away in any one of the ethnically diverse
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neighborhoods you’ll roll through. Order something you don’t
know how to pronounce. In East New York/Canarsie/South
Ozone, be sure to stop off for some roadside jerk chicken for $5.
Brennan and Carr’s is a staple on the way home from the
Rockaways if you’re passing Nostrand and U. J&V if you’re near
that tiny new storefront Target in Bensonhurst. Stuff like this. But
you’ll find your own. The best places are the places you can order
right from the window so you don’t have to lock up your bike.
If you’re wise, you’ll map out good stretches of coasting so you
won’t have to constantly look down at maps. But if you do have
to look at maps, I suggest Komoot, as it’ll find more isolated roads
or trails for your trek. And it’s easy to add waypoints between you
and your destination. Alter the route to make it make more sense
in reality. Or to hug the coastline instead of the suggested direct
route. And the voice commands will keep your eyes on the road.
Or sightseeing.
My go-tos are almost always along the Belt. The Atlantic. The
ocean. Warm or cold. It draws me. Yes, I know I can, and should,
venture Upstate more often. But going Upstate, for me, down in
Southwest Brooklyn, is 2 hours before I’m even out of the City.
Having to ride through the City. And having to ride back home
through the City for 2 hours. A friend of mine tried to convince
me to take the railroad there. Or the railroad home. But I don’t
like that. I don’t like that feeling. I’d rather go at my own speed. I
like controlling my own destiny. Going at my speed. If I went
there. I have to get home. On my own accord. Or sleep out. My
only options. In my mind. So, by all means, go Upstate more. Write
your own book about Upstate trails and adventures. Or write to
me and try to convince me to go Upstate more. And then I’ll write
more about Upstate adventures. I almost always, when biking
Upstate, want to make a note of that little motel that butts right
up against the trail, the wall of the motel right there, and then, the
next time I go Upstate, make my Friday Night ride a ride to this
motel, and then early in the morning start from here.
But that motel has real rent by the hour vibes. So, I’ve never done
it.
So, I just stick to the South Shore, like how I’ve always stuck to
the South Shore. Born on the South Shore. Finding the little nooks
and crannies, the little trails here and there that are hidden along
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the bike paths and side streets, to explore about and relax with a
good book, a good friend, and good beers. If you go on enough
Saturday rides, by the end of summer, you won’t have to put
sunscreen on any longer. And that’s the real goal of summer. The
real lazy goal of summer. For me, at least.
In the winter, it’s just about staying warm. Longjohns and
thermals. I’ll usually wear 2 thermals underneath a Glassjaw
Hoodie with a thick thermal weaved motorcycle jacket over it all.
One of those tube scarf things around my neck and head. This
post WWII Polish Tank Operator woolen insulated hat that wraps
around my cheeks and chin that I found when I used to clean out
hoarded out apartments in the City. Big ol’ Thermalite clunky
gloves. Doc Martin AirWair boots. Two or three pairs of socks.
And two or three pairs of socks in the bag. Just in case your feet
get wet. You can’t have wet feet and be 20 miles or more from
home. Not really two or three. But at least two extra pairs. Really
just one. But I can’t stress it enough. Always protect your feet.
Feet first. Especially in winter. And I’ll bring a windbreaker along,
stuffed under the beers, just in case. Always just in case.
If I can leave you with any bit of advice or wisdom or any of that
junk and jazz, is that you always keep a spare pair of socks in your
bag. Just leave them in your bag. It’s important. Even if you never
use them. They are like a spare tube for your feet. A spare pair of
socks. You’re welcome (in the future).
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1: Plumb Beach
40°34'59.2"N 73°55'14.7"W

The first ‘exit’ off the Belt Loop, if you’re coming from the west.
The last if you’re coming from the east. But a delight either way.
No need locking your bike up at the big circular plum colored
PLUMB BEACH boarded up beach hut practically spilling over
into the bike lane. The sandy beach, and its patrons, overflowing
out into the bike path. But, rather, cut in on the dirty sandy trail
right after the wooden walled bendy bikeway. Not the first skinny
one, but the second broader path, and snake around the
beachgrass and trees until you quickly fall into this estuary
tucked between Jamacia Bay and the Belt Parkway.
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Sometimes it’s grossly overgrown. But after a good storm, the
mighty Atlantic will knock over all the reeds, creating this
crunchy pavement, and making it much easier to navigate around
the garbage either thrown out of car windows or washed ashore.
Some dudes built these cool little benches and seats (seats
doesn’t do it justice; they built a recliner into a tree stuck in the
dunes overlooking the Atlantic). The perfect sunset seat,
especially once it gets a little cold, because you won’t be
competing with others for the perfect view.
I’ve tried metal detecting this whole damn area, but it’s no use.
The land has been pushed this way and that way so many times
in the building and the rebuilding of the Belt Parkway. Rusty old
beer cans and rusty old bottle caps. Sometimes a foily Capri Sun.
Garbage. Always garbage. The best spots are always covered in
garbage.

This one is a short peaceful little ride for me. Avoiding all bridges.
Usually, it’s a pitstop on the way further out east. Or, if it’s too
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cold or too windy or if it’s too cold and too windy, I’ll just park it
here, snap back some Silver Bullets, and brave the icy cold wind
with my icy cold beers until it’s just too damned cold, and I’ll head
back home for a warm warm warm shower.
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2: Floyd Bennett Field
40°35'26.1"N 73°53'25.5"W

Floyd Bennett Field is a test course to see how fast your legs can
power over flat land down the old Spruce Goose runways.
Catching the wind this way or that, and, always, super windy,
catching that hellish headwind every which way, it seems. Also,
for getting eaten alive trekking through the campgrounds and the
old dilapidated Peace Corps barracks and training centers
returning to the earth. Vines clawing at the walls and tree of
heavens piercing the ceilings. By the time you read this, they
might’ve knocked them all down. I used to drink beers and look
through all of the broken or dusty windows. But there aren’t as
many as there once were.
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There’s also this cool old plane some old dude is restoring. If you
go down by the water by the big parking lot where RVs park. This
big old silvery bomber with different pieces missing every time.
But lately I’ve been exploring the trails, when it’s not hot as hell,
and not for the heat, but for the bugs. The trails behind the
football field and the makeshift traveling farm that seemingly
travels nowhere. Or, if you go in past the model airplane strip and
where all these people fish and is the spot where all those old
professor looking people are always dropping kayaks and
paddleboards into Jamaica Bay. Either way, don’t go venture
down the trails in the summer. Please don’t go in the summer.
The bugs are intense. The worst. Especially since the City is no
longer spraying for ticks and mosquitos. Or, at least not
consistently. I swear they haven’t sprayed in two years.
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I went this past summer. And I thought I planned it out great. It
was a few weeks after this heavy rain. I thought it would have
dried all up by now. But no. Well. Sort of. It dried up, but pooled
up in certain sections along the trails, making it impassable. Or,
rather, I’d never stick my feet in that buggy stagnant muddy mess.
And, since it’s summer and all, the weeds are up to your waist, if
not up to your shins, and the bugs are up to your teeth, or in your
teeth. You can’t open your mouth or you’ll be snacking on
mosquitoes. So many mosquitoes that no sort of spray will work.
And you’re always about a mile or two into the winding twining
maze where everything looks the same. Just these tall reeds and
cattails bobbing with the wind and the grass up to your knees and
waist and shins and deer ticks always sneaking down through
your shoes, embedding themselves in the masses in your socks
and you’re just panicking lost in the middle of the overgrown
buggy mess.

Go in early spring or fall or winter. Don’t go in the summer.
But, when you do make it. It’s glorious. Get lost. Getting lost is the
best. And this is perfect for getting lost down winding trails that
eventually, out of nowhere, pop out spilling into the bay.
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Just don’t go after a heavy rain, or you’ll be stopped by the
flooded-out trails, or, will be crying all the way home with cold
wet socks (a reminder to always bring spare socks on your
adventures!).
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3: Dead Horse Bay
40°34'39.7"N 73°53'38.7"W

Dead Horse Bay is my absolute favorite secret spot. Not the bike
ride. The bike ride is great. But the spot is my spot. The spot I’ve
taken all of my friends and lovers to. Or the place I sneak away to
when I’m avoiding Riis and Tilden with its swarms of foreigners
bare chested and loud at the beach. And, clogging up the Gil
Hodges Bridge as if it’s their first time biking since they were a
child and can’t muster it up and over. I’ll only go over this bridge
on rainy cloudy days in summer, or I’ll just wait for beach season
to end. I suggest you do the same.
A peaceful getaway. Quiet. Always quiet. Necessarily quiet.
Reminds me of the beach at the bay in my hometown. The free
beach. That’s not really a beach, but the bay. The Baby Beach. But
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always peaceful. Never crowded. Just me and the waves and the
sand and the garbage.
A choice of three great curvy wooded and cattail lined trails guide
you to the shore. Each one different, but the same, so to speak. My
favorite is the middle. It winds and twines just enough, with a few
sandy hills and bends that collapse into the bay.

And, of course, the garbage. The historic garbage. Not just your
regular old garbage. Well, there is plenty of that, too. Modern
garbage. But this is historic garbage. Garbage spewing up from
under the Jamaica Bay from the 20s or something like that
garbage. Mostly old glass bottles and old rubber shoe soles. I
found this old Prohibition era bottle, stating alcohol is illegal and
all on the bottle, but all beach-glass-a-fied. If you know what I
mean. It’s all smooth and buffed and cloudy like beach glass is.
But it’s the full bottle. Most of the bottles look new. But are old.
Not beach-glassed at all. Just washed up.
My good friend used to love coming here when he still lived in
New York. He’d set his mind on a color pallet and then find bits of
broken glass on his walk along the shard shoreline and then lay
the fragments out on the sand in a picturesque mosaic. A little
stage for dancing fiddler crabs.
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But you’re not supposed to go here anymore. After they said some
Navy Marker washed up and now the beach is radioactive. As if it
wasn’t probably already radioactive or infected or something.
And they don’t regularly groom the trails. Sometimes the grass is
up to your knees. And they haven’t sprayed. I’ve gotten at least 4
ticks on me, at the most 12 ticks on me, the last few times I
powered through the tall weeds and through the curtain of
cattails to the bay.
This one is a real treat. And will, for now, be reserved for after the
first frost when all those damned ticks die off. Or, hopefully,
they’ll spray and cut more frequently.
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4: Tilden / Riis / Breezy Point
40°33'41.5"N 73°53'41.3"W

I go to Tilden almost every Saturday. All the other Saturday trips
are detours and stop-bys on the way to this real end point before
I turn around and head home. Or head towards home, stopping at
Floyd Bennett or Dead Horse or Plumb Beach or Coney Island
Creek on the way home. But this is usually the furthest point. The
End. The opposite of Montauk. Unless I sneak on into Breezy
Point. If I do the big loop around the Belt to the Cross Island,
straight back across the Rockaways to Tilden, and then back
home; I’m looking at a solid 50 miler. Mostly all protected bike
lanes or trails or sandy wide beachy roadways. It’s an easy 50. A
beautiful 50.
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When I say almost every Saturday, it’s because I’ll refuse to go in
the summer. Too crowded. For those 10 weeks I usually park it at
Dead Horse Bay. But the other 42 weeks of the year, this is my goto. There’re enough secret spots in the dunes to sneak off too
down this way to keep discovering new nooks. Or revisit some
old ones. This is my finish all my beers spot. Sitting on the sand,
or, if it’s too cold and too windy, hiding in the trails walled with
thickets of bayberry, beach heather, cattails, and concrete. I
always think I’ll find deer back here. But it’s only ever rats and
squirrels and stray cats.
The bunkers are neat. Go climb up the first one. Or shimmy
through the gates and explore the inner workings. The view
across the Atlantic, watching the cargo ships coming and going,
and the Overview Effect of the Great City so small but still so
brilliant so many miles away and across the bay.
The views: cloudy, sunny, windy, cold, warm, sunset, dusk,
anything, it doesn’t matter, it’s always beautiful. But, again. Go
when it’s cold so you have the place all to yourself. The
peacefulness of the frozen limbs and leaves chattering in the
wind, hanging on, or falling to the ground, gives me a true sense
of recentering.
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I especially love taking the trails, as always, and sometimes just
paving my own. Just walking or biking straight in. I’m also
especially fond of finding those offshoot abandoned military
concrete boxes for buildings. Perfectly graffitied with teenaged
and adult angst. Some of the buildings buried into the hills. I was
told by a friend that, when she was younger, found all these
hidden mazes of tunnels out here. It reminds me of the exact same
stories my friends out east in Springs and Montauk would
reminisce about their WWII bunkers buried in their hills.

There’s a lot of mystery and mystique out here. Mainly because
you’re exploring a place of death. A place of war. The silence is
heavy. The stillness is heavy. But you feel light. It’s that childhood
nostalgia feeling of feeling free in the woods, alone, quiet, safe,
free. Or, at the very least, the childhood I remember. If you don’t
know what I’m talking about, then come get lost down these trails
and bunkers and buildings and catch the feeling for the first time.
Get hooked on the feeling. Get addicted to the feeling. Fiending
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for the next hit, alone, quiet, peaceful, free, in the middle of the
woods in NYC.
Also, if it’s offseason, go ahead and take the thing straight all the
way and into Breezy Point. No other place on earth. Or at least
NYC. Sidewalks for streets to houses. It’s like a Fire Island /
Manhattan Island hybrid. I don’t want to give too much away. Just
bike through the gates like you own the place. It’s probably wise
to go solo to not rouse any suspicion. But I love this place. It just
feels like it’s trespassing. Because you are trespassing. And I’ve
been kicked out twice. But both times were in summer and with
another person (who didn’t look as Irish as me). So. Go when it’s
cold and go alone. If you have chunky tires, you can bike the
coastline along the break from Breezy back to Riis. You can also
bike all the way west and hit the little lighthouse beacon at the
end of Long Island. The opposite of Montauk.
Riis is cool, too. The beach, too. But you probably already know
about all that. No need in my going on about all that. You know
my stance by now. Only come here when it’s cold. Avoid all the
people. Bring cold beers. And bring extra socks.
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5: Canarsie
40°37'25.3"N 73°53'47.2"W

Canarsie is a fun ride to avoid the Ocean Parkway slowpokes on
their way to Brighton or Coney or the Rockaways. Also, avoiding
all the Hasidics in Midwood and then the Russians in Brighton
both walking in the bike lane. And all of those flying goofies, those
cars blindly turning into the bike lane from the main throughfare.
The first bike lane in the world, historically, Ocean Parkway could
be this cool blast-to-the-past ride to the beach if the City ever
bothered to fix all of the sections of tree uprooted concrete and
asphalt and maintained the barrier between the walkers and the
bikers. I’ll usually only reserve rides along Ocean for Friday
nights, or if I’m looking to cut time on a Saturday. Otherwise, I’ll
avoid it on busy days. It baffles me that the City refuses to fix this
over the 10 years I’ve been biking the City. They want people to
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bike, but this bike lane, the first bike lane in the world, is
impossible to ride after Avenue T with skinny road bike tires.
But, I digress. I rather take J all the way and then hook around
Ralph to Flatlands to the Paerdegat bikeway. Dodging the broken
ass cars backed into the spaces peppered with garbage bags filled
and broken and spilling out as a wall on the one side of the bike
path, and the small yacht clubs on the right, and then hop the curb
alongside the skatepark hidden on the side of the Cricket Pitch,
or at least that is the only sport I’ve ever seen played here, and
hook around the bike path, or take the dirt paths around the little
pond and watch the family of ducks wade in the sunshine, but be
sure to take a pit stop under the Belt and let the vibrations of the
many cars running quickly overhead and the waves slapping at
the coast echo through you. I like this spot best on this ride out.
You can even dip around some of the trails along the pond and
get a little lost, if you take the right, or the wrong, cutoff.

I’ve metal detected all along this coast. On both sides. But, alas,
like every other coastline along the Belt, it’s been pushed this way
and that way far too much to really hold any historical
significance. Just modern change and fishhooks and weights.
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Also, just a note, be aware of your surroundings. This one time, at
dusk, drinking on the last of my beers, this Shiesty masked
gentleman came hustling out of the dark brush and hurled, with
all of his might, a cell phone into the bay. That’s not the weird
part. The weird part was when he turned around and saw me, he
looked super spooked, froze, frozen, and then darted back and
disappeared down from where he came.
It’s cliche to say watch your back in the Floss. But, watch your
back in the Floss.
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6: Shirley Chisholm
40°38'38.8"N 73°51'51.3"W

Shirley Chisholm Park is an old garbage dump. Capped off. But it’s
still an old garbage dump. An old toxic mountain of a heap of NYC.
Beautiful, now. A manicured manmade landscape mimicking the
natural. But beautiful. Gorgeous. The governor even came
downstate to open it.
The ride is the classic cruise along the Belt on the way out to
Howard Beach. But hook a right once the Shirley Chisholm gates
open up and you are dumped in the old dump.
My aunt tells me stories of how her and her brothers would pile
up in the back of the old 4-door and their parents would take
them out to the Rockaways and how they all would hoot and
holler once garbage mountain came into view. And how much it
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stunk driving past. And now it’s a park. A beautiful park. But it’s
still garbage. The most garbage. All of my secret spots are riddled
in garbage. Might as well have one that’s actual garbage.
This is a real fun one. Real gravel grinding. Manicured and new.
Tire chewing steep trails with the best views of JFK, the
Rockaways, Manhattan, Staten Island, Queens, Brooklyn. You’re
on top of the world in Shirley Chisholm. But, really, just on top of
a rotting heap of garbage. This place is great. Quiet. Vast.
I suggest exploring eastern Shirley opposed to western Shirley.
Eastern Shirley is higher up and far enough east from Starrett
City for unobstructed views into Manhattan. And the quiet of the
encompassing Skydome (this manmade natural amphitheater
type thing). Western most Shirley is the lesser of the two old
dumps. Eastern Shirley has a clean paved loop that’s nice for
disconnecting and just pedaling. I went around 14 times once, I
think. But please treat yourself up the mountain for isolation and
the views. I like this place best when I’m playing hookie in the
middle of the week when no one is here. But, for the most part,
no one climbs up the mountain, so you’re usually fine. I’ve
cheers’ed the Park Rangers with my beers before. No one cares.
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7: Fresh Creek; Canarsie
40°38'27.6"N 73°52'48.3"W

Fresh Creek by the Starrett Towers along Louisiana Ave, where,
at the end, there’s this little park with wooden boardwalk
lookouts cut into the beachgrass and beach heather. And a mess
of these weird sunflower related cottony flowers that attract
handfuls of stinkbugs in the fall. It’s an odd place. But a great
place. I find myself coming here Saturday after Saturday. And
then not again for long stretches.
I usually will take 18th Ave all the way down until it turns to Ave
D around or after Flatbush Ave and then it turns to Ditmas Ave in
Canarsie right around the oldest house in Brooklyn, the Wyckoff
House, and their little community garden farm they got going on
over there.
Ditmas in the Flossy is not for thin tires. It’s a Caribbean junkyard.
Autobody, salvage shops, scrappy shops. I love hearing the people
singsongingly talk to one another when I bump along potholey
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Ditmas. It’s a pretty shitty ride. But the music deep in the throats
of old Caribbean men wheeling and dealing on an early Saturday
morning is music to my ears.
You can always, when you bounce to East 95 th, swing a left and
hop over the curb that is Kings Highway until you get to Clarkson,
and then you’re really in the Flossy. Rowdy Rebel Bobby Shmurda
territory. And if you stick to Ditmas, right before the end at this
gas station right before the cement factory, there is this Pop
Smoke Billboard plastered up in Faith.
But, as per usual, I digress.
Fresh Creek. There used to be this thick 4x8 half of a railroad tie
looking thing propped across in the corner railing of the last little
boardwalk thing they got overlooking at the end. But it’s gone
now. It seems like something the Parks Dept would have taken
away. Because who else would?

This is my go-to if I want to get some reading done. It reminds me
of Mastic Beach. Of home. Out east on Long Island. The same
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saltwater marshland. Peaceful. Relaxing. But odd. Off. At low tide
a handful of shopping carts expose their rusty wires above the
waterline. On a hot day, the chorus of ice cream trucks sing out
loudly, echoing over the creek.

I’ve met a handful of characters over here over the years.
Between the pages of books and sips of beer. Usually Caribbean
men wandering back this way for the first time or for the first
time in a long time, but either or always come equip with stories,
usually about fishing, and how they used to fish back here back
when refrigerators and cars popped up over the waterline like
how the shopping carts do now. Or, asking me if I’ve ever seen
anyone fish over here or talking about how they think they’ll
come back later and fish. And I always tell them I have never seen
anyone fish on this side, but there are always flocks of people
fishing on the other side by the East 108 th Street cutout.
Once I finish a few chapters or the whole book, or all of my beers,
I’ll swing along up and over the Belt, and either pop in to see the
Atlantic or the Bay at Shirley Chisholm, or stop at the Canarsie
Pier on my way out over the Gil Hodges or just continue on home
towards Plumb Beach, or head out the other way entirely and
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make a 60 plus miler out of it and to the Rockaways via Howard
Beach over the Cross Bay Boulevard Bridge.
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8: Spring Creek; Howard Beach
40°38'43.1"N 73°50'48.7"W

Spring Creek at Howard Beach, to me, seems like I’ve hit some
sort of time warp and am lost out east on Long Island and not the
former marshland filled in with municipal waste by one Mr.
Robert Moses. I feel like I am tucked away somewhere cozy and
quiet out east on the south shore. Spring Creek is very different
than all of Brooklyn or Queens and is best explored through the
trails starting at the Belt behind these electric boxes and down
through the network of trails hidden behind the cattails.
The trail cuts behind Howard Beach down this probably old road,
since there’s a bunch of roadway and bricks and broken up
concrete between the sandy trailway.
I once found one of those Times Square Mickey Mouse costumes
abandoned in the cattails deep along this trail one afternoon
playing hookie from work. Those costumes that look real, but
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there is something with the eyes that is very wrong. Haunting.
Especially so tossed aside, head ajar from the body, in the cattails.
Not far from where they found that girl chopped to pieces and
thrown in the dunes, maybe 2 years prior to this, and maybe 10
years ago, now.

Another time I peed on this dug out firepit that smelled like
plastics burning that I assumed these fishermen had set in
preparations of BBQing whatever it is that they would catch. I
kicked some sand over it since it was windy. And since it smelt
like when my friends and I would burn old computer parts in
their backyard as pre-teens with magnifying glasses. An hour
later, and across the way, across the Cross Bay Boulevard Bridge
in the Jamaica Bay Preserve, I could see flames tickling the gray
domed sky and deep black billowing smoke. Upon returning, fire
engines dotted the streets and blocked all the entryways to the
trails. The following week I returned and all of the cattails had
burned off and the sand was cooked black. But the cattails were
already a sea of short budding green shoots. It’s as if it had to
happen. And a few weeks after that, looked like nothing ever
happened. We live in a jungle.
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This other time, there were thousands of coconuts washed
ashore. Not trying to over exaggerate. Thousands. Tens of
thousands. The sand was practically coconuts. It’s hard to
explain, but not. Sometimes you can still find a few surfacing in
the dunes.

It’s a weird place. But a good place. A quiet place. Relaxing place.
Great trails with bends and tunneling brush and dips and dives.
A quiet shoreline. Usually only fishermen casting nets for bait or
long lines for dinner. The occasional firemen son or cop son
riding illegal dirt bikes and quads and blasting some sort of bad
rap. But they’ll disappear quickly back down the trails once their
tires sink too deeply into the sand.
I’ll usually come here after a stint at the Fresh Creek in Canarsie,
and then will finish up some reading over here. Quiet. Peaceful.
And a good stop off if I wish to continue onto the Jamaica Bay
Preserve or deeper onward to the Rockaways and Riis and
Tilden. Or just head back the way I came along the Belt over the
many Bridges and to home.
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9: Jamaica Bay Wildlife Refuge
40°38'13.7"N 73°49'25.3"W

I used to just bypass the Jamaica Bay Wildlife Refuge. Knowing it
was for hikers and not for bikers. Sans this one time I was
pedaling quickly by with the McDonald’s at the base of the Cross
Bay Boulevard Bridge on my mind. Those Golden Arches like
Beacons of Hope beaming across the headwind. And looking over
in the preserve there’s this woman and this beefy owl on her arm.
So, I double backed and took a looksie. But it’s obviously a
walking area. Even a big bike lock up stand before the trails. Boo!
But, after time, and new friends, I’ve dipped in more and more
and came to find there are bikeable trails on the east side of the
Cross Bay Blvd, right at the light to the main squeeze.
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These trails are less traversed by those on the parking lot side.
Usually just birders or people who came down this way for the
first time, lost. It looks meant for biking. But there are signs all
over saying otherwise. Or an old couple on this one bench
overlooking the Bay and the A train barreling across its own
bridge. Wooden planks fastened to the ground and lift the trail up
over the soggy bog below. It’s a fun little slippery bike ride to the
bench. Complete with a tunneling tree crossing over the path. The
perfect opportune moment to do a few silly pull ups to impress
your mates. Or mate.

If you take the trail all the way north, zig zagging around bends
and finding little cutout shelters built up by birders, are great
break spots, if no one else isn’t already posted up. Otherwise, just
continue north until you reach this impossibly rocky roadway
that hooks around to the railroad. Beware of the beached boat. It
looks like an inviting seat. But its fiberglass bottom will be sure
to splitter any bit of skin that even just barely rubs against it.
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Don’t sit on it! Actually, the last time I went down this way,
someone flipped it over, so it is no longer an inviting seat. Not
even an option. Just stay away from it.
I like this place most over this way in the Preserve. But the ride
down here will be hard on your body. Bumpy. And slow. Be sure
to bring your big tires for this one. Or be prepared for pinch flats.
Or just walk it.
If you come during a dry spell, you’ll be able to venture back
down the cutouts in the reeds, hooking around the Bay. Just be
prepared for wet socks here. This is why it’s always essential to
bring your extra pairs with you. This is a sure footed soggy footed
route.
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Like everything, it’s best to come when it’s colder to assure you
have the place to yourself. But, honestly, I’ve only seen one other
person down here twice. And one of them complained I was on a
bike. So, there’s always that. I told him to shove it, kindly, of
course. But to surely shove it. Have fun. Go ride. Go explore. Go
find flat stones and skip them across the bay over here. And tell
anyone who says otherwise to, ‘go shove it’.
You’ll also see the Bay snaking around and out across on the other
side. All of the people fishing. A lot of Indian family’s fish and cook
right there on the sand across the way. Sometimes you’ll find
leftover curry rice littering the sand. As well as those Tibetan
flags or whatever those primary colors symbolize, all washed up
along the shore around here, for some reason.
I like it back here. Besides the hustling of the A train right behind
you, it’s quiet. But you can find the true quiet hidden in the woods
right before the path opens out to the rocky road. It’s nice. A good
date spot complete with a sunset and an Overview Effect of the
City about a dozen or two miles away.
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10: Baisley Pond Park
40°40'28.3"N 73°47'07.6"W

Baisley Pond Park is calming. Peaceful. There’s something very
tranquil about a still pond peppered with lily pads and plastic
bottles. And there’s always something very odd going on in the
background. There was this huge 1 year old birthday party going
on here once that looked like a wedding. I was peeing in the
bushes along the pond once and some homeless man came
running out of said bushes, shitting and running and yelling at
me. Stuff like this. Real weird NYC stuff. But, besides that noise,
this park is beautiful. Filthy. But beautiful. Like all my great secret
spots, the garbage situation is hard to explain. But if you come
here, you’ll see what I mean.
There was this apple cored out as an obvious weed pipe but had
turned into a wasp trap. Hundreds of wasps going through the
apple tunnel. Swarming. Was insane. Intense. The lily pads are
breathtaking. Gorgeous. As turtles and fish near the surface
navigate around suspended plastic bottles and bags in the still
and foggy pond.
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It becomes a game. Counting the three, four, five beer cans and
four, five, six soda bottles perched like frogs on the lily pads,
budding out like lotus from the green sludge.
This park is very peaceful. Usually very quiet. Sans the JFK
comings and goings. I’ve done a lot of reading over here. But I also
never really stay for a full day. I’ll tag this onto a trip along the
Atlantic somewhere off the Belt or Jamacia Bay. Or I’ll swing past
here on the way home if I go up to Totten or Alley Pond or
Cunningham. If I’m this far out east and into Queens, I’ll hit a few
of these smaller secret spots all in one day.
If you make it out here early enough, you’ll be treated with a high
energy cricket game encircled with a very thick rope that looks
like it would be used to moor ships to a dock. I’ve never seen a
rope to section off a field of play. But it’s a gorgeous little attribute
to the park. And must be a pain in the ass for the Parks Dept to
mow around it.

Important Food Notes: You’re in Brooklyn-Caribbean town, this
way. So be sure to flag down any one of the $5 Jerk Chicken BBQs
smoking out on the side of the road.
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The highlights here are the turtles, frogs, and lily pads. Quiet. Real
quiet. Real City quiet. And the high likelihood of encountering a
true weirdo City experience. I suggest you make the trip out.
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11: Alley Pond Park
40°45'10.2"N 73°44'47.5"W

Alley Pond Park seems vast. But maybe that’s because you can
take the old elevated Vanderbilt Motor Parkway from
Cunningham into the heart of Alley Pond. Also, the trails all
double as bike trails. Sort of. Until you hit those many sneaking
rows of stairs in the middle of the woods. And because Oakland
Lake and Cunningham are all practically connected. A trio of
parks all interconnected, but not, as the City’s grid and
Expressways slice the parks in halves. Or thirds. All gorgeous. I
usually visit all three when I come out this way. But will pick one
to spend the bulk of my day and time to explore deeper.
I first ventured out this way to lay eyes on the George Washington
Tree. A gigantic tulip tree that bodes the double title of the oldest
and the tallest tree in NYC. It’s kind of in Alley Pond Park. Sort of.
Sort of in Alley Pond Park. On paper, it’s in Alley Pond Park. But
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when you find it, it’s really two blocks and an overpass away from
the heart of Alley Pond and hidden down a haphazardly paved
storm ditch between the Cross Island Expressway and the Long
Island Expressway. No sign. Not even when you find the tree.
You’ll just have to guess which one it is. As you’re ass-up against
the LIE. The trail and your butt touching the concrete barrier and
steel fencing separating you from the highspeed trucks and cars
barreling quickly into NYC from out east as you try to get the
whole tree in the frame of your camera-phone.
It’s wild to me. That this tree is right here. I spent my entire life
driving into the City from Eastern Long Island. Visiting
grandparents and relatives. Never once knowing that such a
historical living artifact was right here.

It’s a weird sight to see. Very NYC. To pave a storm ditch dipping
right out down into this valley, natural or manmade, who knows,
but overgrown enough to look natural. So close to the roadway.
It seems so strange that this small chunk of land was spared from
bulldozers. And that the oldest and the tallest tree just happens
to be here.
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Garbage. Of course, there is garbage. Everywhere.
I’ll usually down a beer and then continue down the trail in the
armpit of the Cross Island and LIE, following my Komoot or
Google dictating how to get up to Totten from here.
It’s a cool little spot. It’s not peaceful. It’s cool. But not a place to
hang around. Either double back into Alley Pond. Take a U-turn
to Oakland Lake or Cunningham, or take the longer trip up to
Totten. Either way, don’t plan on hanging around the old tree for
too long. Your head will explode from traffic.

Otherwise, Alley Pond Park proper is, in my opinion, a bikethrough park. It’s crowded, in spots, where families are BBQing
in mass. And the massive staircases hidden along the curvy trails
aren’t all that fun. Unless you’re really into hike-a-bike. Then it’s
all you. But I’d say it’s more of a bike through on your way to
other places that are more quiet, scenic, and secret.
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12: Kissena Park
40°44'50.0"N 73°48'24.2"W

Another old garbage dump covered and capped off. Kissena is
much older than most of the others. But I’m beginning to think
that the reason we have parks in this City is because they were
the only plots of land our NYC forefathers did not construct upon
a hundred years ago and just left it to pile up trash.
Kissena Park is great in the fall. The many manicured trees
hanging over and reflecting in the manmade pond offer a
beautiful autumn landscape. Matched with the overgrown wild
native jungle encapsulating the trails to the west. It’s pretty in
summer and winter. But best seen in Techi-color!
Much like Spring Creek, this used to all be marshland. Until
Robert Moses thought it wise to fill it in with the City’s garbage,
leveling out the land and clearing the marsh.
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In summer, it’s hot and sticky near the sweaty boggy low-lying
water to the west. Is also home to these little homeless dens
under the canopy of trees. Complete with logs for benches. And
the typical bottles and cans and condoms and bags and other
assorted woods trash. But, also, with the view of the pond
adorned with an assortment of bright blazing flowers and
hummingbirds and other birds and it’s just beautiful if you come
in the afternoon when the light hits it all just right, as you sit back
tucked under the overgrowth canopy and drink on your beers.

Woods secret spots are all the same anywhere you go. With the
dirt blackened by pressed feet for years of outcasts dipping out
of view from City society. Hiding out. Unseen in the busy City.
Dipping out into a quiet refuge. But always littering it to the teeth
with plastic wrappers and plastic bags and plastic bottles and tin
cans and rubber jimmies.
Follow the creek to the west for some great trails and a few more
little hideouts. I think these used to be old railroads. But it’s hard
to tell. Or bring your fixie track bike for a few spins around the
velodrome. (I’ve only peeked this, never spun it). These trails
remind me of the William Floyd Estate trails in my hometown out
east. Low-lying muddy trails with a few open glades, but mostly
dominated by overgrown brush and vines eating away at the
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towering trees. But instead of complete quiet, here, at Kissena, it’s
loud with soccer parents wherever you go.

This one is kind of small. So, line up a few secret Queens spots to
lay rubber on. But pick one to hang and chill for a bit. You can do
an Alley Pond, the Giant Tulip Tree, Oakland Lake, Kissena Park
loop, and even swing through Cunningham trails on the way
home. But Kissena is a great spot to post up for lunch and some
beers. And some people watching and sightseeing. The pond is
gorgeous. With a great big weeping willow. And enough woods to
get you in that out-of-the-City vibe. Kissena is a good one.
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13: Oakland Lake
40°45'27.6"N 73°45'37.6"W

Oakland Lake has the Fountain of Youth hidden along the short
looping path around the lake. A creek, I hope that is natural, but
probably isn’t, tucked behind an overgrown tangle of weeds lined
with tall sycamores that seemingly births behind a grid of houses.
But, when you’re hunched over, cupping the cold spring-like
water tumbling over the cold stones down the drain, under the
walkway, and spilling out into the lake, the greenness from the
overgrowth, the chattering of the cold water over stones, pushing
the cold water to your hot face, through your hair, over your arms
and trickling down your back, you feel like you’re in a Maine’s
Original Poland Springs ad campaign.
I hope to God it’s not sewage runoff. But, alas, sewage runoff into
a lake in Queens just actually might be the Fountain of Youth.
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Like a few of the other Queens secret spots, this one is best paired
with an assortment of other nearby Queens go-tos. Notably,
across the street and up the hill to Alley Pond Park. There’s a cool
trail with a bunch of cutoffs up that way. But, since it’s up this
great big hill, it’s probably best to do this the other way around
and start in Alley Pond Park then kick it down the hill to Oakland
Lake. And then continue on towards Kissena. Oakland Lake is
small, and not many secret hideaways, sans the little cut off right
before the Fountain of Youth where this big old tree felled. Its
core rotting away and overtaken by mushrooms. And, of course,
is peppered with plastic bottles and tin cans and other typical
woods garbage. And this is where old Chinese men dip off from
their wives to pee.

I’ve seen a few frogs, here, sitting on rocks too big for the small
lake. Mostly near the Foutain of Youth on the backend of the park
where the lake is green and swampy. But that’s about it. It’s a
small park.
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14: Cunningham Park
40°44'32.2"N 73°45'56.7"W

Cunningham Park isn’t really a secret spot. But, it’s still cool, and
should be added here. I actually spent years avoiding
Cummingham because I always thought it was overcrowded with
people, and people are assholes, mostly, when you want to be
alone and enjoy the day of riding and exploring by yourself.
Nothing frustrates me more than being held up by the slowness
of others, or inconsiderateness of others. Or, rather, just plain ol’
other people. Or I guess this wouldn’t be too bad with a few
friends who you deem to be lesser assholes than the rest of the
City. Perhaps that’s just typical NYC mentality. But, let me assure
you, Cunningham Park, the handful of times I’ve gone, was rather
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empty. Sans from the group of grown men building out and
testing a dirt BMX course tucked away off the trails.
It's fun. But a quick run through. Pair this with other Queens
adventures. I usually will pass through here on my way home
from other secret spots if I have enough daylight behind me.
Otherwise, I’ll just skip around this and go on my way.

Note to the wise: 26ers do it best. The trails are real nimble. My
29er seems to be a bit too clunky for the roots and rocks and tight
turns in the narrow and steep singletrack. But, it gets the job
done. If you’re coming to Cunningham to come to Cunningham,
then bring a 26er. You’ll have more fun dancing with smaller
shoes. Forest Park is more well suited for a 29-inch tire.
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15: Forest Park
40°42'19.9"N 73°50'41.8"W

Forest Park is dear to me. The park my parents would always
reminisce about, living in Glendale, a town over, Forest Park was
the beacon of exploration in their childhood. My father always
going on about seeing Jimmy Hendrix and Janis Joplin playing
tennis together in the 60s. My mother’s tales taking me way back
with her horseback riding down the trails and under the
tunnelling bridges in the middle of the woods. And I could always
hear it in their voices. The tone of wonderment. Joy. Of the
unknown. The only place to get lost in their big City. Besides the
cemeteries boxing Glendale in. Fast forward to now, and it’s
become a great outdoorsy meetup spot with my mother and/or
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with my aunt for an afternoon picnic or a quick hike through the
woods in search of Sassafras (more about that later).

I like entering from Myrtle, snaking around the park, the little
tunnel with ‘Glendale’ freshly painted with a heart, around the
golf course, up the hill, and stop at the bandshell to take in
whatever event is taking place that day before continuing on and
crossing over Woodhaven to the other side, and then dipping off
into trails for a beer and a scan for Sassafras groves gathered in
valleys. I’ve only ever seen Sassafras out east on Long Island
around Shirley where I grew up. Huge small growth forests of the
stuff. The deer eating the berries, pooping them out, and
spreading the species robustly along skinny deer trodden trails.
But with no deer to propagate the trees, the Sassafras in Forest
Park is isolated to small batches, only signified by their glove-like
3-fingered leaves hidden among the poplar, oaks, and sycamores.
I’ll chew a few fresh roots, the rush of sweet Root Beer brings me
back to my childhood. And I’ll pluck and I’ll drop the berries along
the trails to promote growth, and then pluck a few more
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sproutlings to take home and freeze for later. Sassafras, although
illegal to buy, is perfectly fine to forage. Chewing the roots is said
to ease stomach pains and relax the mind. And it tastes exactly
like Root Beer. So, why not? It’s also a fun thing to show friends,
or to passing strangers, flexing your survivalist skills, but in a silly
tasty trailside treat.
But enough about Sassafras, and flexing my own little knowledge
and fun facts, the real treat of Forest Park is the looping, twining,
steep network of trails paved through the forest. Main arteries
are gravel and traversed by many on foot, so it’s best to dip off
the beaten paths and try to make your way to the train tracks.
And, if you’re lucky, or if you’re there around 4:40pm on a
Saturday, you’ll discover a slow-moving freighter chugging and
puffing black smoke through the park. Bring some coins to
flatten. If you remember. But then continue across the tracks, or
along the tracks, and just get lost. Forest Park is big. And
peppered with many crisscrossing trails that’ll get you mixed up
enough to feel lost for a few hours. Or an hour. But sometimes
that’s all you’ll need to get through the next work week.
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16: Fort Totten
40°47'46.1"N 73°46'38.0"W

Fort Totten is fun. And beautiful. But far. So, build your route with
some scenic views. Even if industrial and weird. That’s scenic,
too. Try to avoid the main byways. For me, I’ll swing around Kent
and up Greenpoint Ave and shoot up from there through Queens
and pop out at this weird junction of highways and interstates
that’ll have you scurrying across to avoid speeding traffic. Yet
another, ‘who the fuck designed these bike routes!?’, NYC
moment. Complete with curbs to hoist your bike up and over.
Anyway, once you shimmy around the interstates, you’ll pop out
at the backend of the Tennis Stadium and Citi Field. The first time
I popped out here, I knew it was coming, but it still caught me off
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guard. It’s a nice little view that has you looping around and
under underpasses and then along Flushing Bay. For a short
while. Before having to traverse a new network of parkways and
interstates along the nook of Whitestone and between the two
bridges, but then, just like how Citi Field popped out of nowhere,
so will Totten.

Once at Totten, go explore around the old Battery first since it’s
barely open. Usually only on weekends and between 11-4. Then,
try to convince the Rangers you forgot your lock and that you’ll
walk your bike down the steep tunnel, but then go bomb down
the tunnel (if no one else is in the tunnel) for an adrenaline rush
like you’ve never experienced. The cold rush of the underground.
The walls and ceiling hugging you as you rush quickly, no brakes,
skipping down the beats in the concrete and lights. It feels like a
video game. And then walk your bike up the backend of the steep
incline. Crack open some beers and just take in the view. If you’re
daring, then parkour climb up the castle that is the old Fort and
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read all of the history verbiage plastered about. It’s interesting.
But I won’t bore you here.
The few times I made it here within the Battery open hours, I was
alone, for the most part, sans a different couple, each time telling
me they had both been here years ago, and then asking me to take
their photo. But I take 3. Just in case.

Even if the Battery isn’t open, Totten is still a beautiful and
peaceful place to visit for the day. With expansive views of
Westchester and Great Neck, very Gatsby-esque, across the Little
Neck Bay. It’s just missing that darned green light.
Which, speaking of, you can always run up Northern (Route 25A)
and sneak up into Nassau County. I have an ex from Great Neck,
and I do have an affinity for Gatsby, so I will usually make a run
up. Also, just beware of North Shore Hills!!!! Exclamation points
very necessary. Biking in NYC is rather flat. So, this will certainly
wake up your legs. Snake around the coastal roads off the main
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drags and peek some Gold Coast mansions. But, again, beware,
these hills are no joke. And you got about 30-40 miles still to get
home. Just be wise about it.
But back to Totten. Last year, on July 4 th, I saw this great big
majestic Bald Eagle circling and then perched high in a towering
conifer. I couldn’t think of another way to add this in. But it
happened. It was cool. So there’s that. Also, if you snake around
the entirety of the park, you’ll see where the Military hides all its
tanks and Hummers and other war machines. It’s interesting.
That, if shit hit the fan, this is where all those Military vehicles
will come from. Some neat tidbits.
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17: City Island / Pelham Bay
40°50'15.9"N 73°46'58.8"W

I first went to City Island as a first (and only) date with this great
gal from Bay Ridge. Meeting up with her less than fit friends on
the other side of the 59th Street Bridge in Manhattan. It would
have been a great time if her friends weren’t so out of shape and
slow. And if she was willing to tell them that we had only just met
moments ago. She was keeping up with a lie about how we had
known each other for a bit. But we didn’t know one another at all.
It was weird. She was nice and all. But not for me. I’d rather we
were alone so we could talk more openly and freely. Whatever.
Anyway, this is a pain in the ass to get to. Try taking the Randall’s
Island route up to the Bronx to at least have some cheer on the
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way up. Otherwise, it’s a straight shot through Manhattan up 1 st
Ave.

It’s really just the Bruckner business that has a sour taste in my
mouth. It’s a mess to get up and around and past the bottleneck
of interstates and highways, sometimes basically riding alongside
the interstate traffic because the sidewalks are blocked off with
ongoing construction. It’s a mess. My best advice is to get the hell
off the main road as soon as possible. And, plus, if you do, you can
snake around beach bungalowed Soundview, with its beautiful
scenic paved and gravel trails. It’s a real treat. And then you can
also bike around the more suburban side streets rather than the
speeding highways.
The last time I came up this way, I saw a wild Iguana, 5 feet long
from head to tail, running up trees and then falling to the grass
and then trying to run back up. That happened.
Once you make it up to City Island way, you can either go towards
Pelham Bay Park, or to City Island. Only go to City Island for
lunch. Great seafood. But there isn’t much more down that way.
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All the coastline is owned and private. So go get your lunch (cash
only!), and then double back and take some trails to Pelham. Bike
along the coast up towards Pelham Bay Park where you can get
lost on the trails. And, if it’s low tide, you can make it to the tall
rocks that become little islands at high tide.
Make sure you start heading back with plenty of daylight if it’s
your first time. Also, look into exploring the Concrete Plant trails
on your way back. It’s a neat little spot that’s hidden along the
bustling Bronx. You can even get really deep into the boogey
down Bronx and shoot straight across and to Inwood Park at the
tip of Manhattan and then take the Hudson River Greenway to
Chambers to the Brooklyn Bridge home.
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18: Randall’s Island
40°47'55.5"N 73°55'15.4"W

Randall’s Island is neat. I first came here after an old friend told
me about this short bridge on 102 nd Street over the East River and
to Randall’s. So, one night after downing some pints, I doubled
back and edged along the El Barrio Projects, the Jefferson Houses,
and up and over the FDR and East River to Randall’s Island.
I had only been here when I was 15, thrashing around at Warped
Tour. But then I grew out of that, or, rather, they moved it to the
Nassau Coliseum parking lot. And the idea of trashing around on
blacktop instead of baseball fields seemed gross to me, and I
never went back. To the Tour or the Island.
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I guess this is also Wards Island. But it’s all connected, so who
knows, but once you loop up and under the Metro North Railroad
bridge, it’s much different than the manicured trailway by the
Mental Hospital and the fields and picnic benches. It becomes a
bike highway, of sorts, until the pavement ends and you are
forced to push through the dirt path that doesn’t look like it’s the
way, but it’s the way, because NYC designed this bike path, of
course it won’t make sense, so just follow the bike prints in front
of you until you pop up, have to get off your bike to get over the
curbs, and then you’ll reconnect with the Under-the-MetroNorth-Railroad-Bridge bike path that’ll shoot you into the middle
of nowhere in industrial Bronx.

And, of course, this trail stinks. Edged by the barbed wire fencing
holding back the sewage water treatment plant.
This can double as a Friday Night ride. However, if you take the
Triboro Bridge (now RFK), it’s a bit sketchy with random sets of
stairs, not really marked, so if you’re doing this for the first time,
don’t fly over. Be careful. Also, there’s no real fence or guardrail
between you and flipping off over the bridge. It seems weird. How
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dangerous it is. The railing is lower than you when you’re riding.
And, if windy, and at night, I’m shitting my pants thinking I’m
going to go right over the edge. I don’t even afford myself the
opportunity to take in the views for more than a moment, as my
eyes are glued to the path in front of me. Let alone if someone is
biking and coming at you. It’s sketchy. But doable. So, is why I say,
if this is your first time going over the Triboro, perhaps doing it
during the day is best.
Other than that, there are these brief moments along the trail,
more on the Randall’s Island side of things, that really bring me
back to Long Island. The natural overgrowth hanging over the
trails. The salt marsh bridge to nowhere. Its relaxing. Peaceful. A
must.
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19: Inwood Park
40°52'36.2"N 73°55'23.0"W

Inwood is an interesting one. Far out of the way, and up tall
rolling hills (maybe really foothills to mountains), but with
amazing views into Jersey and the Bronx. It’s the type of place
that is a touchpoint along a larger adventure. I think, at least. I’ll
stop by this way after a trip up to City Island and Pelham Bay
Park, and then ride the Hudson River Greenway the entirety to
the Brooklyn Bridge. Or I’ll stop here as a pitstop coming up this
way to cross over the George Washington Bridge, or to just
explore around the George Washington Bridge and the Little Red
Lighthouse. But it’s still kind of out of the way from all of that.
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I guess this doesn’t have too much going on, but enough to say it’s
a chill cool place. Chill enough that you can get plenty lost and
find some secret spots to down some beers. But it’s very hilly. And
perhaps not all that fun to explore. But, it’s there. It’s way up
there. The very tip of Manhattan. So you should at least go once.
You can always bring a lock and visit the Cloisters. But, I’d rather
spend all my time outside. I hardly bring a bike lock on Saturdays.
Come here. But I think you’ll want to keep moving along. But I
could be wrong. That’s why I still included in this collection of
secret spots.
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20: Van Courtlandt; OCA and Dam
40°53'19.1"N 73°53'39.2"W

Van Courtland Park is very cool. I think. It’s cool because it’s the
jumping off point to many Epic Adventures, as it’s the start of the
great Rail Trail Network of Upstate New York. Or, what they are
calling, ‘the Empire State Trail’, which technically really starts at
like Chambers Street in lower Manhattan. But that’s all political
talk. The Empire State Trail is a messy network. A good idea. But
far too many gaps. That you’ll soon find if you make it this far
north, as you’re snaking in and out of whole towns to link up with
the rest of the (unmarked) trail.
I’ve never spent much time exploring this park since I’m already
about 2 hours into an Epic Ride, most of which through the rough
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and tough City and lastly the brutal Bronx, and still have many
more ahead of me, or days ahead of me, but it’s been on my list
for years now. Is why I say I think it’s cool. And why I’ve included
here. Maybe more of a reminder to myself that I should explore
this park more.

But, if you’re reading this book, I’d imagine you’ve already heard
of this park, and how it’s the start of a great many tours and
adventures if you wish to do the Update New York thing. Which
you should. But it looks ripe for exploring around for some secret
spots. But, again, if you’ve made it this far up, the trails ahead of
you are more enticing than taking the time to poke around the
park itself. But, if you do, please let me know your thoughts and
your secret little nooks within the park.
If you take this the OCA way, taking this odd little staircase kind
of right after the Motel that lines the edge of the trail towards the
beginning, you’re in for a treat. The beginning reminds me of
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home out east in Mastic. Dirty. Grimy. This beat up dungy garbage
riddled with not only the normal plastic bottles and plastic bags
and needles and such, but also with whole days’ worth of garbage
left over from construction sites. It’s hoarded with trash.
But then you’ll find your way back to the OCA trail, and you’ll
continue on your way until you get completely lost again when
the trail disappears and you’ll have to venture out into the
suburban side streets, tapping at your cellphone, looking for
where the trail links back up again. It becomes a fun game,
looking in the woods, thinking you see the trail, but it’s not, and
you have to keep on keeping on until you find the true trail and
continue on your way. It’s annoying. Which is why I say the
Empire State Trail and OCA trail ideas are great ideas. But
incomplete ideas.
The coolest part about the OCA is how it ends. Or how my trips
have ended traveling up this way. All of a sudden you’re at the
Dam. It’s just there. Big and bulky. And usually dark, since it took
me all day to get up this way. This is the time I usually throw in
the towel and take the railroad back home. But that will afford
you the time for the last of your beers as you watch the
wonderment of the manmade waterfall.
One tidbit, the first time I went bikecamping, when I made it to
Van Courtlandt, at the head of the trailway there was a Styrofoam
plate with a BBQ’d pigs head, complete with apple fashioned in
its mouth. Burnt and charred and smiling a greeting to the start
of my first big trip on 2 wheels.
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21: Van Courtlandt; Tappen Zee Bridge and Rail Trails
41°03'56.9"N 73°51'52.2"W

I’ve come up this way two times. I’m a loser. And should come up
much more. But. If you’ve read this far, you know I’m a big baby
and hate the 2-plus hour setup just to get to this here trail head.
Even though it’s fun. It’s crowded. And far away. And I’m a South
Shore boy. Through and through. I’m much more happier with
the beach than the woods. The woods are important, too. But I
can always swing up to Forest Park if I want the woods. No need
to traverse this far up, and through the bottlenecked Bronx.
That’s my stance. But. Alas. This is a cool ride. And you should try
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it out. Once or twice. Or all the time. Hell, if you live in the Bronx,
then do this all the time. And write me about it.
The South Country and North Country and any other Country Rail
Trails are all amazing. The Great Incomplete Empire State Trail. I
should really explore this more.
Same as the OCA. It’s wonderful until it’s not. Until you’re snaking
through suburban side streets looking for the next section of
unmarked trail.

The Rail Trails spit you out at the Tappen Zee. Or, you can keep
going. But for a 1-day trip, the Tappen Zee is a good apex. You can
take the train home from here. Or brave the wild mountains of
New Jersey to the George Washington Bridge. If you do the latter,
know that the reward is that the approach to New York over the
Georgey is rather flat, as NJ is already higher than Manhattan. It’s
an easy ride over and then along the Hudson River Greenway.
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The Tappen Zee, not the Mario Cuomo, Bridge is amazing. The
walking/bike path built in with scenic overlooks. I couldn’t
believe it when I saw it. But maybe that’s what happens when the
Governor names a bridge after his father. Also, it took maybe 5
hours to see it. But it’s worth it. Just be prepared for an 80-mile
round trip. Or take the Metro North back home to take the lazy
way out. Also, the NJ traffic is kind of on your ass the entire way
to the bridge. Just beware of that.
Also, the Tappen Zee bike lane is blue.
Lastly: don’t be a baby. You came on two wheels. You go home on
two wheels.
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22: Point Lookout
40°35'31.4"N 73°34'33.6"W

Point Lookout was my first real big ride in the City. Or out of the
City. It’s an easy route. Straight. Very straight. Just take the
Rockaways to Long Beach to the end. There aren’t many NorthSouth main throughfares. Just go east. Easy.
But, of course, it’s hairy at times. When roads intersect and blend
and traffic is riding in the shoulder and on your tail, or you’re
forced to ride up on the grass and sidewalks. It gets Nassau
County weird. But you’ll make do.
You can also take the boardwalk for a good amount of the way.
However, if it’s summer, probably not. If it’s summer, stick to the
side streets. Not even the carved out green bike lanes along the
coast. Take one of the random side streets in the middle of Long
Beach and just cruise. Take the bike route home, if you want. For
me, it’s nice just riding through suburbia sometimes, rather than
the hotels and condos along the sandy and windy bike route that
butts up against the boardwalk.
Point Lookout is weird. Cool. But weird. It’s an end. One way in.
One way out. And has that feel. Of isolation. It’s quiet. I like
coming here when it’s cooler outside, so it’s not as crowded, and
you can have your beers without the possibility of children
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sneaking up on you. It’s a small little place. So nowhere to really
hide. No real secret spots out this way. All the land is too valuable
to be unclaimed. You’re going to be out in the open. Unless it’s
cold. Then everyone will be inside.

I love it out this way. I love just riding up and down the lazy quiet
side streets. Camping out at the beach down any one of the
streets. It’s peaceful. Relaxing. And no traffic. Mostly everyone
who is there is already there and so there’s no through traffic. It’s
real peaceful. People park their beach cruisers on their lawns or
in the sand. It’s that kind of chill.
And it’s really the easiest long ride you can do in the City. Or, out
of the City. I think. It’s straight. You really don’t need to use
Komoot or Google Maps (never Apple Maps!), because if you hit
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the ocean or the bay, you know you have to turn around and head
east again. What usually restricts rides is having to check the map
between your arms on your stem and keeping an ear out for voice
commands. I like riding best when not doing this. But, for longer
rides, you usually have to do a little bit of mapping in unknown
territories. Which really slows things down. And takes away from
the sightseeing. And just isn’t ideal, for me, most of the time. I like
to ride unrestricted. Even if getting lost. I still have a basic idea as
to where I am and how to get to where I’m going. I hate having to
rely on maps to get me where I want to end up. Or want to go. It’s
much more relaxing to just ride. But. Sometimes, to find new
secret spots, you have to rely on maps. Which is fine. I just have
to prepare myself for such rides. And then I find myself
procrastinating along the Belt and exploring around there. Or, I’ll
just convince myself to take it straight and out to Point Lookout.
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23: Jones Beach
40°35'50.4"N 73°30'09.6"W

Jones Beach is a hike, but a good hike. I’ll usually take the Belt and
then swing up and around JFK through South Ozone, through the
north section of Alley Pond Park, following Komoot, and then
hooking into Valley Stream and taking straight routes east, the
same roads I take when I’m biking 100 miles out east to my
mother’s each summer. Easy lazy suburban side streets. With
plenty of room between you and traffic. But sometimes it gets
hairy. Mainly because Nassau drivers aren’t as used to bikers as
City drivers. So, just keep an eye out. Even if you’re in the right, it
won’t matter if you’re dead. So, always yield. And always be
ready.
Once you make the hike down, the bikeway to the beach is just
great stuff. If the wind is being friendly. It could be a beast. But if
it’s a beast, then it’ll be easy riding on the way home.
The bikeway leads you over a few bridges spanning the marshy
bay until the Jones Beach Amphitheater is slapping you in the
face. Which, depending on if they have a show that night, could be
an interesting tailgate. I once swung through on a Toby Keith
night. The parking lot was a different kind of Long Island crazy.
Plenty of flags waving in the wind off the backs of lifted pickup
trucks.
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But once you pass that noise, if there is noise, you’re at the beach.
And you can either crash there for a bit. Or you can find your way
to the Ocean Parkway bikeway. This would be great if they
connected Loop Parkway to the Ocean Parkway bikeway,
because then you can avoid biking through Nassau proper all
together and just take the Rockaways to Long Beach to Point
Lookout at the end and swing across the Loop Parkway Bridge.
But the Loop Parkway Bridge is not for bikes. Not at all. I think
it’s even illegal. But it’s so narrow with speeding cars, the wooden
guardrails fixed right on the road with no shoulders, I’d never
even try it. But it would be a beautiful and convenient bikeway.
So, of course it doesn’t exist.

I’ll usually retrace my tires home, even though I’m a fan of loops
and taking different routes on the return. But, with JFK in the way
and all. And being in Nassau. It’s usually easiest and safest to take
my already carved out route back. And get a slice of pizza or two
in the strip mall on the way back, as one does in Nassau County.
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24: Marine Bay Park / Gerritsen Beach
40°35'32.5"N 73°55'04.3"W

Marine Bay Park and Gerritsen Beach trails are a lot of fun, but
the main gravel trails aren’t meant for bikes. And you’ll get kicked
out. So just avoid all that there.
Everything else is fair game.
I enjoy biking down to the end of Gerritsen Beach and then
doubling back to where the skate park is and continuing towards
the RC Plane runway that’s littered with broken liquor bottles
and blunt wrappers and other assorted teenaged trash. But, over
to the right, and straight ahead, you can traverse these trails that
snake around the Bay on either side. Some of these trails, if it
recently rained too much, will be flooded. So, be sure you packed
your extra pair of socks. But, other than that, these trails are
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wonderful. A mix of tunneling trees and walls of beach grass and
cattails and glades of open salt marsh. And gutted out burned out
abandoned cars in the middle of nowhere. Like a handful. More
than five. There was a newer BMW SUV this one time. And also
this old work van that looks like it’s been there for some time.
But, who knows, it could also be newer and the time you read this
or visit, they both might be gone, or new ones are there. You’ll
have to tell me.

These trails are enjoyable. Relaxing. Isolated. I’ve never seen
anyone else back here. But they are rather short. You can also
sneak on the east side if you take the trails along Avenue U, past
the footpath trails, and right before the baseball fields and behind
the golf course. Although I got two flat tires back here the last
time, so, I’m not keen on the idea of returning. You can and then
can tell me all about it.
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Other than that, this is reserved for a quick day, or a day looped
in with other destinations. You can always do the Mill Basin loop.
Find some Lambos and Ferraris casually parked in driveways. Or
you can take J all the way down from here to Canarsie. Or take U
to the end and loop around the Sam Goody and down along the
sidewalk on Flatbush to the Marine Bay, Dead Horse Bay, Floyd
Bennett Field, or up and over the Gil Hodges to Riis and Tilden.
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25: Ridgewood Reservoir / Highland Park
40°41'24.8"N 73°53'02.9"W

The Ridgewood Reservoir and Highland Park are the same park.
But I always thought they were different. I was sure of it. That
they are different. But they’re exactly the same. I even wrote out
two destinations for Highland and for Ridgewood when prepping
this Guide.
With a high-rise bike path looping around the big ditch, this one
is rather neat but small. But also a stone’s throw from Forest
Park, so feel free to tie these two secret spots together.
You can kind of bike around the thing in 5 minutes. Maybe 10.
With not much else to do. It is pretty. Neat. Pretty Neat. With a
new growth forest sprouting in the middle of the ditch with tons
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of signs telling you all about it and its history and all. And how not
to go swimming or fishing in the full section.

Same with a few others here in Queens, this isn’t exactly a
destination, but a stop along the way. I like coming here if I’m
going to Baisley Pond Park or to Forest Hills or to my
grandparents in Middle Village for lunch. The Reservoir in
Highland is neat. History! Not necessarily a great place to visit,
but a great place to see. It’s perhaps good for one beer. But maybe
you’ll see something I don’t. I’m usually more keen on stopping
for longer when I’m near the ocean, or really deep in the woods.
This is not really either. But cool history. And a cool elevated loop.
Check it out.
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Sundays.
Sundays are for what’s left in the tank after your Saturday.
Sometimes it’s no ride at all. But if it is a ride, it’s usually a quiet
one. Under 20 miles. Mostly. Chores. Or just a quick stop along a
coastline somewhere. Or chores and a stop at a coastline. Usually
both. But something light. With heavy bags filled with groceries
for the week strapped down tight. But quick. Easy. Not a whole
day ride. I can’t always be biking. But, sometimes I am. Sometimes
I get nothing done other than filling my free time with headclearing rides to secret spots. Sometimes Sundays are a whole
day ride.
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1: Red Hook
40°40'49.4"N 74°01'02.7"W

Red Hook on Sundays are for Food Bazaar, which used to be
Fairway, until speculation got the best of them and they had to
fire sale the shit off to anyone who would take it off their hands.
There’s no way Food Bazaar can afford it. I don’t know the details,
but it seems shady. Real Estate. I don’t trust it. Anyhow, it’s a
beautiful market, and still hangs onto the exotic affluence of the
former Fairway, but with cheaper fruit and vegetables. They still
have the fish market, the deli counter, the bakery, the butcher,
and most importantly, the coffee section. True Baristas, if that’s
really a thing and not just some made up Starbucks noun.
The coffee here is just fantastic. But, now with the Food Bazaar
taking over, they stop manning the Coffee Grinder after 6pm. So,
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Food Bazaar is for Sundays now instead of random weekdays
after work. Unless I want to just buy the prepackaged beans.
Unground. But then I’m fumbling the perfect grind at home. I’d
much rather the fresh #13 Percolator grind from their fancy
machines. I’m a big fan of coffee. But my coffee. How I make it.
How I’ve grown up drinking coffee. Percolator only. Metal filters
let the sweet sweet coffee oil drip down into every cup poured.
Never trust a paper Mr. Coffee filter. Gross. That’s not coffee.
That’s brown water.

It’s crazy to me. That they can sell a pound of great fresh coffee
for around ten bucks. Sometimes for six if they got a sale going.
And they always got a sale going, now that it’s Food Bazaar. Why
would anyone buy Maxwell House or Folgers? Gross. This is
about the same price and real. Fresh. Perfect. The only way. And
if I bought fresh ground coffee from any one of the coffee houses
in Little Arabia and Little Yemen down near me in Bay Ridge, it’d
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cost me triple. With a pound a week habit, it’s necessary to trek
up to Red Hook and overload my bike with too many fancy snacks
and too many pounds of coffee and expensive peanut butters and
jams from the Food Bazaar.

But, either before, or after, I’ll do the Red Hook loop around the
waterfront. My favorite is down along the backside of the ferry
terminal and the Port Authority cruise ship terminal. Down the
dirty dusty glassy one ways that I think UPS or FedEx knocked all
these waterlogged Sandy flooded warehouses down to build up
their own new and improved warehouses. To the dismay of the
Red Hookians, who made them keep up one wall on the side
where the park is that shoots out into the Harbor, and I’m always
wondering if this is where they shoot those Liberty Mutual
Commercials with the Statue of Liberty in the background? Or is
that all greenscreened in?
You can loop all the way up and around DUMBO if you keep on.
Passing the Tesla and the Container Receiving Center Port thingy
and people practicing parking 18-wheelers in the Imported
Beverage Depot and then it’s the tourists milling about up and
down the new piers and fake forests and boardwalks. That’s
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when I head back to the garbage dead ends in Red Hook for a beer
or two through the hole in the fence on the harbor. Or continue
down and past Ikea and towards the NYPD impound lot and ogle
over all of the seized quads and dirt bikes beyond the barbed wire
gates and the people who live in campers all vying for one of the
plugs in this big bulky solar generator thing, for some reason,
that’s sitting in one of the parking spaces.

Red Hook is interesting. It’s full of industrial dead ends to the
water. Plenty of places, nooks and crannies, to explore around
here. Plenty of true secret spots. You can make this a Friday or a
Saturday or a Sunday ride. But, I mostly come down this way on
Sundays because of the coffee.
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2: Bensonhurst / Dyker Heights
40°36'56.5"N 73°59'59.6"W

Bensonhurst and Dyker Heights. Or, Italy. Or, pockets thereof.
You can tell it used to be very Italian. Now it’s mostly Hasidics and
Chinese, with a few old-timers hanging on. But, it returns to Italy
on the weekends when the old-timers kids’ come in for a visit
from the ‘burbs and double park all along 13 th to 18th Ave outside
of all of the Italian specialty markets. And maybe I’m kind of
following the same trend, but by bike. Stopping at the butcher
that’s from the same piazza as my grandmother in Bari.
The guy who makes the calzones in the one Italian market doesn’t
even speak English. It’s wild. I always think to myself, did they
import this guy in just to be the novelty of a real Italian in the
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Italian Supermarket? Or maybe it’s just the butcher’s cousin
visiting? Who knows?

When I lived with women I came here more often. Probably
because we ate more food, being two people, so the trek up was
more worthwhile. Stuffing bike bags with all of the finest of
cheeses, and meats, and olives, and pastas, and breads. Fresh
smoked mozzarella. Fresh made mortadella. As I’m writing this,
I’m making notes that I should go more often. Maybe this
afternoon. It is Sunday. I used to go once a week. My grandmother
grew up on an olive farm in fascist Italy. I bleed olive oil. It’s also
a great stop if you’re on your way to a picnic in a park and care to
impress your friends with a complete assortment of cheeses and
meats they can’t pronounce and also buttery Italian cookies and
fresh semolina breads.
If you’re not Italian, which, the odds are, you aren’t, then this is a
fun trip. Just park your bike and walk around 18 th Avenue around
the 60s and 70s. 15th Avenue is great, too. Same with 13 th. But 18th
is where my favorite butcher and markets are (B & A and Bella
Marketplace). So, I usually swing around 15th and then up to 18th,
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passing by the Pastosia on the way under the D on New Utrecht.
Or, just stop by the one of the many amazing and top-of-the-list
pizza places all around here. It’s well worth the trek over this
way. But, for me, it’s just a 10 minute ride up. The thing with me
is, is I hate locking my bike up. So, I tend to be lazy and hardly
ever use my bike for shopping. Unless it’s for coffee. (See Red
Hook).
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3: Sunset Park
40°39'12.7"N 74°01'19.7"W

So, this is more of a walking trip for me, than a biking trip. My
hometown, now, for ten years. Or, it’s an end of the day stop on
my way home from a Red Hook coffee run. But hanging around
Industry City, going to the Japanese Market, is another good
Sunday errands day. It’s a nice lazy Sunday vibe. With tall ceilings.
Or no ceilings between the buildings. Complete with little shops
to snack on or booze on.
This isn’t going to be a write up for Industry City. You can google
about it if you don’t know about it. Just putting it out there. In
here. But if you do come down this way, then be sure to stop along
the 58th Street Pier and the DSNY Water Discharge pier on 52 nd
Street and the Bush Terminal Pier around 43rd. And then be sure
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to hop the fence in Bush to the natural forest growing along the
shoreline and dip around the little trails that lead to the jettison
rocks. Perfect peaceful Sunday vibes. But there are always other
people back here. Usually kind of creepy people. Probably living
in the shanties cobbled together from flotsam and jetsam and
regular ol’ garbage. Or Chinese and Mexican men fishing.
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4: Prospect Park Loop
40°39'32.0"N 73°58'25.7"W

The Prospect Park loop is the loop of death. I’ve added my
thoughts on this before on the Friday rides, but it’s easily
included on here for a Sunday ride. But, again, I suggest only
going when it’s bitterly cold. Rainy. Or super early in the morning.
Or super late at night. When the racetrack is empty. My views are
solid here. Too many assholes on bikes, on foot, and by car,
looping around this death cycle. And I know a lot of you do this.
Ride the lightning. And good for you. I’d rather lazily ride along
side streets and shorelines. Have fun in the ringer.
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I only really do the death loop if I’m trying new tires out. Or a new
saddle. Or new handlebar positions. Or something or another that
is new. Because you can really keep riding until your legs fall off.
If you go when no one is here. Which is rare. Otherwise, you’re
constantly stopping at the red lights, or you should be stopping
at the red lights. It’s just a mess. And I hate it. If you love it, you
can keep it. Not for me.
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5: Bay Ridge Verrazano Loop
40°37'06.3"N 74°02'28.0"W

The Verrazano Loop, which isn’t really a loop, but let’s call it a
loop, is my absolute favorite ride and the reason why I haven’t
moved out of Sunset Park in ten years. It’s just the best. And I
know I wrote about this for Friday rides. Yes. But it’s also a great
early Sunday morning ride. I’ve ridden it both ways over 100
times. Maybe closer to 200 times. I rode this over and over before
I found Strava. It’s just a really nice ride that seemingly changes
each ride. The sunset looks different this time. It was windier that
time. It’s winder this time. The wind is never the same. I can tell
you that. The bike path hooks around creating the Narrows. This
wind tunnel from Atlantic to Harbor. Traveling south, then east,
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then south again. Or flip that and reverse it on the opposing ride
back. It’s never an easy ride all the way through. And it’s never a
tough ride all the way through. And never goes above 2 feet. Flat
as flat can be. It’s just a great ride. And if you ride all the way down
Ridge or 3rd Ave, and then hook back along Shore to the 69 th
Street Pier to do a back and forth along the Verrazano, you’ll get
in a quick 20 miles in under an hour and a half. It’s my go-to. I do
this after work if I just need some head-clearing miles without
stop lights. If I need to just burn some steam off and relax. Keep
the legs moving. Keep the mind moving. It’s just a great default
ride. Especially if I just want some miles. If I just need some miles.
At the end, you can hang around the shopping center. Or, on the
other end, you can catch a breather, or a beer, or both, at Owl’s
Head Park. I like sitting up high at the top, or low at the bottom,
and collect my thoughts and relax after I most probably killed it
in down the ‘Final Stretch to the Pier’.

If you like The Sopranos, the intro reel starts right here with Tony
driving from Brooklyn to New Jersey, passing the sewage
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treatment plant that’s just across the entry ramp to the Belt
across from Owl’s Head Park on his way over the Verrazano.
Anyhow, if you live this way, this should already be your go-to
and your favorite ride. I’ve probably seen you a few times. Sammy
S recording 2 rides each time. The old Chinese man on the foldup bike and pink BMX-style helmet. The spikey-haired dude on
the Trek Fat Bike blasting Def Leppard. But if you live anywhere
else in the City, I highly recommend you come down this way and
ride the loop. Try to not come if it’s too windy, because it becomes
a wild wind tunnel under the towering Verrazano. Also, if you’re
into serial killers, the Son of Sam murdered two people just
beyond the 17th Avenue Bridge (that they’re fixing and is closed
at the writing of this. But this bridge is great place to stop off.
Watch the traffic. The great mighty suspension bridge in the
distance. If you make it for a sunset, this is a great vantage point).
If you’ve read this far, then it’s true, I’ve saved the best for last.
This is my favorite ride.
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Welcome to Iggy Smalls’s Secret Spots; An Adventurer’s
Guide to Biking NYC. This bike guide is a guide for explorers.
Adventurers. Or for people who wish to explore but rather
just read about it in the warmth and comfort of their own
home. Don’t do that. Go on adventures. Don’t let the confines
of the mighty manmade city entrap you in the manmade
hustle and bustle and brick and steel. It’s too easy to succumb
to defeat to the concrete jungle. To mistaken quality of life
with what supermarkets and restaurants are in your
neighborhood instead of what beaches and coastlines are in
biking distance.
I’m here to tell you NYC is a vast deciduous rainforest. A
jungle. Thick. Green. Dense. Once off the beaten path.
A lot of exploring is intuition. But sometimes it helps to get a
little push from someone giving you the list of places to check
out. Here’s the latter. I grew up on trails way out east on Long
Island. Either on foot or by bike. I’m most comfortable in the
woods. On the beach. Outside. On some unknown trial blazed
by unknown peoples or animals, but that they’ve always just
been there. Here. There. So, let’s explore them together.

